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Abstract 
This deliverable D1.2 “ARN Modelling” provides a comprehensive overview of the research technologies, 
methodologies and modeling results undertaken during the 1

st
 year of the SODALES project, with respect 

to active remote node (ARN) design specifications. A study of advanced electro-optic and all-optical 
technologies that could provide the advanced ARN functionalities is provided, although the solution of the 
final demonstrator is anticipated to be electrical. In addition, different (electrical and optical) Ethernet 
topologies enabling open access networking (OAN) is discussed, as well as the implications for meshing 
and achieving network resilience. RF (60GHz) and optical wireless final-drop technologies interfacing the 
ARN and end-users are described, along with experimental results for high capacity line-of-sight (LoS) 
optical wireless solutions. A comprehensive and innovative theory for an absolute energy efficiency theory 
is described, which provides a fundamental basis for the comparative analysis of converged (wireless and 
wireline) communications systems, each with different noise sources to be made. A brief discussion of 
some of the renewable powering approaches that could provide remote and independent energy to a 
stand-alone ARN architecture is also provided. Finally, simulations results of a service quality analysis, for 
a novel flow scheduler approach optimizing the traffic bandwidth management at the ARN over two (low 
and high priority) wavelengths connecting the ARN to the CO for differentiated service provisioning for the 
various types of end-users are described.  
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1 Introduction 

In this deliverable D1.2 “ARN Modelling” of the SODALES project, we describe the initial results 
of the technical studies that have been conducted during this first year of the SODALES project 
into Active Remote Node (ARN) technologies. This deliverable D1.2 follows from the earlier 
deliverable D1.1 “SODALES Architecture, Service Catalogue, and Network Specifications”, which 
provided the broad outline parameters for the SODALES architecture, in particular (in the context 
of this deliverable D1.2) the dimensioning parameters of the ARN. We have taken these 
preliminary dimensioning specifications for the ARN to undertake performance modelling, to 
quantitatively confirm the appropriateness of the dimensioning parameters supplied from the 
earlier deliverable. 

We have considered the potential physical configurations of the ARN, including the use of 
electro-optical and all-optical geometries, and the possible wireless (RF and optical) final-drop 
technologies suitable to connect the ARN to end-users. The different topological configurations 
(including meshing and resilience) for electrical or optical bitstreaming in the Open Access (OA) 
context are also presented. Relating to the important low-energy consumption aspects of the 
SODALES architecture, we also provide an innovative analysis of the fundamental energy 
efficiency considerations underpinning the converged SODALES access network. We briefly 
consider alternative, renewable energy approaches that may be employed to power the remote 
ARN node. Finally we provide a comprehensive service quality analysis of the traffic patterns 
expected to pass through the ARN. In particular, we model a flow-scheduling algorithm, suitable 
for the SODALES ARN, which also enables Software-Defined Networking (SDN) configurations 
of the ARN, to optimise capacity throughput and resource utilisation, while offering differentiated 
service provisioning and optimised statistical multiplexing capabilities. 

The deliverable is organised as follows:  

Subsequent to this Chapter 1 Introduction, we present in Chapter 2 an assessment of the 
available ARN switching technologies, including a discussion of the relative merits of electro-
optical and high-speed all-optical ARN technologies, the impact of Open Access Networking 
(OAN) on the design of the electro-optic bitstream capabilities, and the different virtual Ethernet 
topologies required to underpin the OA requirements.  

Chapter 3 discusses in detail the various wireless (RF and optical) final-drop technologies that we 
are expecting to exploit for the interface between end-user and ARN (in addition to the fixed-line, 
fibre-to-the-premises option). In particular, we highlight the multi-Gb/s capabilities possible from a 
60-GHz RF infrastructure, and also the upcoming Line-of-Sight (LoS) optical solutions that are 
now becoming available, with recent experimental performance results reported.  

Energy efficiency is considered at length in Chapter 4, where we present a novel fundamental 
approach to measuring the absolute energy efficiency of converged (heterogeneous) access 
networks. In particular, we provide the first-ever thermodynamic approach using the Carnot Law 
to derive the Shannon channel capacity theorem, with a powerful tool to incorporate any noise 
model (e.g. additive white Gaussian noise, or impulsive noise) into the energy efficiency 
considerations. With wireless and fibre-optic communications systems possessing very different 
noise properties, such a common approach will provide an important tool for the comparative 
analysis of a converged access network infrastructure. An overview of low carbon footprint, local 
powering solutions, exploiting various renewable energy sources is also presented, all of which 
are suited to providing the relatively modest powering requirement of the SODALES ARN.  
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In chapter 5, we describe some initial simulation results of the expected service quality exhibited 
by the ARN. In particular, a time-series user traffic statistics model provides the input to a 
management function (designed using SDN principles) to dynamically allocate traffic over two 
wavelengths between the ARN and the Central Office (CO). Particular attention has been paid to 
considering the requirements for a converged (integrated) wireless-wireline ARN traffic profile. 
Preliminary results indicate that a 20% increase in data traffic throughput, with a 40% reduction in 
time delay (latency) is possible using our novel flow scheduler approach.  

Finally, in chapter 6, we present some concluding remarks. 
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2 ARN Switching Technologies and Performance Assessment 

In this chapter, we present an overview of the different electro-optic and all-optical technologies 
currently available to provide the advanced SODALES switching functionalities required at the 
active remote node (ARN). Most of these technologies are still only at the research stage and are 
not expected to start appearing in commercial telecommunications systems for some years (e.g. 
in the core or optical transport networks), yet alone appearing in the highly cost-sensitive and 
physically-demanding environment that is represented by access networks. However, we include 
this analysis to provide an overview of what may be possible in the future, as viable technological 
solutions for ever-increasing bandwidths (in accordance with Nielsen’s law) and higher access 
speeds. In the relatively short-term timeframe of the SODALES project, we expect that electronic 
technical solutions will still offer the most effect cost-benefit analysis for incorporation in the ARN 
node architecture. However, in designing the final ARN demonstrator for the SODALES project, 
we will be aiming to allow for future-proofing and upgrading possibilities using these more 
advanced technical solutions. 

We also consider the different ARN topologies that will enable the most effective (and again, 
future-proofed) open access networking potentialities. In particular, in this chapter we discuss the 
possibilities for both electrical and optical bitstreaming transport capabilities. Allied to this, we 
also introduce our basic approach to traffic management in the ARN (discussed at greater length 
in the accompanying deliverable D1.3) and the associated technologies to enable network 
resilience in the SODALES access architecture. 

2.1 All-optical geometries 

The architecture of an all-optical ARN solution is indicated in Figure 1, which is based on 
utilization of well-understood and available devices, but many of which will still need the specific 
design and fabrication of custom-design components to allow optimal SODALES functionality. 
Instead, during the course of this project, our motivation is to design a practical, commercially 
viable ARN device with a robust and cost-effective solution within a feasible timeframe. However, 
the architecture of Figure 1 contains a set of important functionalities and optical components, 
which we consider at greater length in the following sections, so as to provide an insight into 
possibilities for future optical switching capability in the ARN. 
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Figure 1: All-optical ARN architecture 

2.1.1 Wavelength Converters 

Networks efficiency can be improved by utilizing wavelength converters in WDM networks. A 
common problem in an optical network is the wavelength-continuity constrains where all the links 
in the network path are required to have allocation of the same wavelength to establish a 
lightpath. The wavelength-routed network can be distinguished from a circuit-switched network, 
which the former method accepts no connection when the capacity along any of the links in the 
path has reached to its limit. A wavelength converter functions in a manner where data can be 
converted from an input wavelength onto a different output wavelength among the N wavelength 
in the system (Figure 2). In Figure 2, the input signal wavelength, the converted wavelength, and 
the pump wavelength are characterised by , , and , respectively [1]. 

 

Figure 2: Wavelength converter block diagram [1] 

The range of wavelengths that can be handled at the inputs and outputs can classify the 
wavelength converters where the configuration is a fixed-input/fixed-output or/and a variable-
input/variable-output. Additionally, it is required to consider the operating range of input optical 
powers, the input signals transparency with regard to the bit rate and modulation format, and the 
possible forming of additional noise and phase jitter to the signal. The polarization-dependent 
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loss should be kept to minimum for all-optical wavelength converters. Wavelength conversion can 
be achieved in four fundamental technologies: optoelectronic, optical grating, interferometric, and 
wave mixing. All-optical converters can be achieved from the latter three methods [1]. 

An experiment has been demonstrated for transparent all-optical WDM wavelength multicast in 
[2] to confirm the application of Multi-Wavelength Conversion (MWC) by cross-phase modulation 
(XPM) in a semiconductor optical amplifiers-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI). It is 
suggested that higher bit rate such as 40-Gb/s application can be used for MWC through a faster 
SOA dynamics. All-optical wavelength conversion to demonstrate 160 Gb/s rate is presented in 
[3] utilizing a single SOA where 0.5 W of electrical power is required to operate and the power 
penalty is <3 dB. 

The ARN architecture in SODALES will benefit greatly from the all-optical wavelength converters 
in order to improve the network efficiency with regard to increased routing capacity in addition to 
improved flexibility in the network functionality. 

2.1.2 All-optical Processing 

In the past decade, the Internet traffic has been increasing exponentially. Undoubtedly the growth 
will continue to accommodate considerable distances covered in fibre optics, optical 
communication systems and networks. At present, operation of optical links at 10-Gbit/s or 40-
Gbit/s is developed and links with 100-Gbit/s and 400-Gbit/s links are under development. The 
transmission capacity limits are constantly being pushed by researches in order to meet the ever-
growing bandwidth requirements [4]. The existence of ultrafast nonlinear optical phenomena has 
caused the design of photonic nodes operating at the Tbit/s line rates to be enabled by optical 
signal processing without the requirement for extensive optical-electrical-optical (OEO) 
conversions [5, 6]. 

Optical signal processing has many advantages such as reduction in network latency and 
increased efficiency, especially for many division-multiplexed channels (e.g. SDN, WDM and 
PDM) while offering data rates greater than 100-Gbit/s. Furthermore, optical signal processing 
benefits from transparency and scalability [4]. Components and subsystems of an optical signal 
processing, such as optical network elements (ONEs) and access points (APs), can be located in 
various sections of an optical network as illustrated in Figure 3. 

The employment of all-optical signal processing can produce practical challenges for ultrahigh 
speed optical systems and networks, such as bit-rate scalability, buffering competence, and 
transparency to modulation formats and to network traffic [4]. Considering the SODALES ARN 
architecture, all-optical processing can improve data rates and efficiency in various devices in the 
ARN thus, network latency will be reduced. 
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Figure 3: Optical networks with various signal processing functionalities. ONE: optical network element; 
AP: access point [4] 

2.1.3 Optical Buffers/Memories 

One of the advantages of an all-optical network is the increased capacity. The capacity growth 
can be limited by technical problems such as packet contention, when two or more incoming 
packets, with the same wavelength, compete for the same output at the same time. Packet 
contention occurs more frequently in asynchronous and variable-sized packet switching than 
synchronous and fixed-size packet switching. Utilization of fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) to design 
an all-optical variable delay buffer can offer variable delay times while the contenting packets can 
be stored for a relatively long time. In this method (as shown in Figure 4), a simple architecture is 
employed to extract the delayed packets as soon as the control unit makes a decision. The 
advantage of this design, in addition to the variable delay times, is its all-fibre geometry, low 
insertion loss, and low cost prospective. In a scenario where 16 wavelengths are used in an 

optical network, it was found that the contenting packets can be delayed up to 169.2 s [7]. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic of all-optical variable delay buffer [7] 

A SOA-based all-optical buffering technique can be used in a re-circulating fibre loop with phase-
modulated signals, such as DQPSK. The packet payload rate does not have an effect in this 

scheme and a maximum delay of 25 s can be reached while storing data packets for ten rounds. 
Crosstalk measurements demonstrate the suitability of this buffer in all-optical networks [8, 9]. 
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The SODALES architecture will significantly benefit from the utilization of optical buffering as 
variable delay time can enhance the performance of contention packets to achieve a further delay 
in addition to all-fibre geometry characteristics and low insertion loss. 

2.1.4 Optical Switches 

An optical-to-electronic-to-optical (OEO) conversion is required in the current networking 
equipment in order to convert optical signals to electrical ones so that they can be amplified, 
regenerated or switched, and then reconverted back to optical signals. The capacity bottleneck 
caused by electronic switching can be avoided in optical networks utilizing the all-optical 
switching fabrics. The absence of OEO conversion is the characteristic of all-optical switch 
networks [10]. 

 

Figure 5: All-optical selective wavelength converter/data eraser for phase-modulated signals in a single 
SOA-MZI [11] 

For next-generation high-capacity optical networks, the most sustainable solution is the coherent 
optical systems. An all-optical selective switching utilizing a single semiconductor optical amplifier 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI) can be employed to simultaneously convert the data 
wavelength in the original signal. In this method, a flexible network can be enabled in 
multichannel coherent systems by dynamic wavelength routing and add/drop operation [11]. The 
utilization of optical switches provide beneficial advantages in the SODALES architecture since 
fast switching time offers an operation of up to 40 Gb/s data rate [12]. Furthermore, the 
semiconductor-based technology suggests a suitable scheme for photonic integration and 
reduced operating power and footprint [11]. 

2.1.5 Wavelength Filters 

A two-dimensional (2D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) can be used to design an 
equilateral triangle resonator (ETR) filter with a directional output waveguide in order to improve 
device performances with regard to high output efficiency. An improvement on Q factor, finesse, 
extinction ratio, and intensity ratio of the transmissions on-resonance at the drop port to the 
through port can be made from a deformed ETR filter [13]. Diffraction efficiency can also be 
improved in all-optical tuneable holographic wavelength filters by optimizing the intensity ratio of 
the writing beams [14]. A practical fibre Bragg grating (FBG) filters can demonstrate the 
wavelength-offset optical filtering to improve the system optical power budget (OPB) by 1.4 dB. It 
suggests that utilizing of FBG filters with steep intensity response edges can improve optical 
systems [15].  
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Figure 6: Schematic of an ETR filter [13] 

 

2.1.6 All-optical 2R/3R Regeneration 

As is the case for the ARN architecture in SODALES project, all-optical regeneration can facilitate 
the future all-optical networks with increasing demands on traffic capacity since the network 
configuration may be simplified without complex and bit-rate dependent optical-electrical-optical 
(OEO) conversion [16]. Different methods are utilized to implement all-optical signal regeneration: 
semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) based on cross-gain-compression (XGC) [17] to obtain 
up to 80 Gb/s regenerative amplification; pulse trapping [18] technique to generate a gain of 
considerable 20 dB which is demonstrated in a 140 m-long standard low birefringence fibre; and 
fibre optical parametric amplifiers (FOPAs) [19] used to improve receiver sensitivity of a damaged 
signal by up to 3 dB. In addition, cross phase modulation (XPM) in SOA [20] can be used in an 
all-optical QPSK signal regeneration with a 2.3 dB power penalty. The all-optical 3R (or 2R) 
regeneration devices in ARN architecture of SODALES can provide power efficiency and simple 
integration onto the optical network. 

2.1.7 Discussion Remarks 

There are a number of benefits to be gained from all-optical geometries in the ARN architecture, 
as already outlined, but which can also include the higher network efficiency with increased user 
connectivity, future proofing, and potentially lower energy operation. However, the disadvantages 
include the decreased operating range so that the subscribers are required to be distributed in a 
closer proximity to the central office, and more critically the additional cost (both Capex, as well 
as OpEx due to reliability issues) of what are still relatively immature technologies. Overall, at this 
stage of the project, the intention is to realistically use electronic technical solutions to provide the 
SODALES functionalities in the ARN architecture; however, breakthroughs in the optical solutions 
described above may still offer opportunities for incorporation into the final demonstrator product.  

2.2 Open Access Networking (OAN) Opportunities 

Open Access Networking (OAN) is emerging as an important solution to reduce overall access 
network investment costs and also reduce maintenance and operations. SODALES is fully 
committed to provide support to Open Access standards, and more specifically, to allow fully 
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compatibility with bitstream Open Access, as this is the most cost-effective way to share telecom 
networks. 

The new horizontal network architecture leads to a re-structuring of the traditional 
telecommunications business model towards three commercially independent business areas: 

 The Network Owner of the passive network that provides the passive technology: e.g. 
empty conduits, fibre optics or copper wires, passive distributors. 

 The Network Operator that provides the active technology, operates the network, and 
conveys the services to the end customer. 

 The Services Provider who supplies and markets the services: telephony, Internet, TV, 
other added value services. 

In real world conditions network owner and network operator partner with one another. However 
there will be many Service Providers that can offer their product portfolio in parallel via the same 
network access to the end consumer. 

Dividing the business model horizontally allows other service providers to give their end-
customers access to their portfolio. This extends the options open to end-customers. Competition 
emerges between the service providers and the new network access becomes more attractive to 
end customers. To the open-access network operator this means that, in comparison to the 
classical vertical business model, network utilization is increased significantly and financing is 
therefore easier and safeguarded. 

In the future it is also conceivable that a company could adopt several roles on the open access 
market. Therefore, in open access business relationships it is important that no discrimination is 
made as regards access between each of the business areas, or in another words no preferential 
treatment is accorded. 

The following figure shows the OAN model. 

 

Figure 7: Open Access Network (OAN) relationship model 

As shown in the following typical OAN topology, all RSPs can provision services to end users 
through the wholesale service over the OAN. The ARN provides different service channels for 
different RSPs, and the RSPs can select L2 or L3 devices for service access. The end user can 
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use only one physical port to flexibly choose RSPs according to service tariff and experience, and 
need not concern about the actual network connection. 

 

Figure 8: Typical OAN topology featuring ARN functional nodes. 

Joint usage does of course place special demands on the systems in the access area that did not 
exist before the introduction of open access. Therefore, the above-mentioned specifications for 
network interconnection also entail new functionalities for the devices to be used in the access 
network.  

For example, these are just some of the demands: 

Layer 2 functionalities:  

 Transmission of Tunnel Tag: Double-tagged VLAN services, MAC in MAC, MPLS TAG  

 Using the entire VLAD address area  

 Parallel operation of n:1 and 1:1 services 
 

QoS service functionalities: 

 Establishing service classes for voice, data and TV services  

 Mapping of provider-specific service classes used 
 

Traffic engineering functionalities: 

 Bandwidth restriction of data streams upstream and downstream 

 Broadband management for service classes – particularly for IPTV services  

 Colour marking in combination with QoS classes to prevent blocking 
 

Enhanced safety requirements:  

 Separating the data between subscribers (basic demand) 

 Additional separation of the data between providers 
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Enhanced multicast capabilities:  

 Support of several multicast bodies by different providers  

 Superior demands on the number of multicast streams possible  

 Parallel operation of unicast and multicast   

 Traffic engineering of multicast groups  
 

These high demands require the enablement of long-term smooth operation in the open access 
environment. Thus, the ARN needs to provide several functionalities and features to support this 
operation model. The requirements of the ARN to achieve Open Access are mainly related to: 
 

 Traffic isolation 

 End-to-end customer management and segmentation 

 Bandwidth and QoS 
 

SODALES provides different interconnection services, which can be divided into optical-
dedicated and electrical-bitstream transport. Each of them has a set of specifications that affect 
the requirements for an Open Access operation. 

2.2.1 Optical transport 

A dedicated wavelength service on SODALES has a low impact on the ARN as it acts as an 
optical filter to route the wavelength to the final customer. Ultimately, in a WDM-PON 
configuration, the ARN does not even receive the optical signal as it is routed through the 
previous AWG (see Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Dedicated wavelength service (ARN by-pass) 

Additionally, a dedicated wavelength already provides inherently open access compatibility, as 
each wavelength is treated as an exclusive end-to-end service, so the pool of wavelengths can 
be assigned to different providers without any special requirement. However, a recommendation 
would be to assign a set of continuous wavelength to each provider (super channel) in order to 
manage the infrastructure more efficiently and also, have optical bands for dedicated wavelength 
services and others for bitstream transport. 
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Another consideration regarding the optical layer is the channel allocation and the number of 
wavelengths that can be injected in a single optical fibre. At present, 100-GHz and 50-GHz 
channel spacing is commercially available. Spacing of 12.5GHz and 25GHz are also under study. 
However, such narrow optical bandwidth plans limit the electrical bandwidth within the optical 
channel and in any case, the number of wavelengths is limited by the total power that can be 
injected in the fibre without generating non-linearities. Therefore, as SODALES follows a low-cost 
approach, 100-GHz channel spacing (allowing 40 wavelengths in the C-band) and 50-GHz 
channel spacing (allowing 80 wavelengths in the C-band) will be the preferred choices to be used 
in the optical transport layer. 

optical channel 

super channel 

ISP #1 ISP #2 ISP #n bitstream channels 

 

Figure 10: Wavelength segmentation 

 

2.2.2 Electrical-bitstream transport 

For electrical-bitstream transport, the ARN is a key device, which needs to support Open Access 
functionalities. The ARN connects residential users, businesses and RBS to the network and 
each of them may belong to different ISPs. Therefore, customer identification, segmentation and 
QoS are key within SODALES. As SODALES implements statistical multiplexing features at the 
ARN, also, non-discriminatory policies need to be defined to guarantee fair access to the 
upstream channels. 
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Figure 11: ARN interconnections 

 

The SODALES architecture needs to support the required functionalities to offer Open Access 
features, which are: 
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 Scheduling hierarchies: port, service provides (logical port), user, priority 

 E-Line 

 E-LAN 

 E-Tree 

 APS 

Together, these will provide the required traffic isolation, end-to-end customer management and 
Quality of Service. The service provider and the end-user coordinate between them the required 
service in terms of standardized service types and service attributes. These Carrier Ethernet 
service types are fundamental to the Carrier Ethernet service model and are defined in MEF 6.1. 

2.2.2.1 E-Line 

An E-Line is a point-to-point Ethernet service that connects 2 UNIs. Those 2 UNIs can 
communicate only with each other. 

 

Figure 12: E-Line service type: point-to-point  

E-Lines are used to create: 

 Ethernet Private Lines 

 Ethernet Virtual Private Lines 

 Ethernet Internet access 

For example, it can be used to replace TDM private lines. E-Line is the most popular Ethernet 
service type due to its simplicity. 

2.2.2.2 E-LAN 

An E-LAN is a multipoint-to-multipoint service that connects a number of UNIs (2 or more) 
providing full mesh connectivity for those sites. Each UNI can communicate with any other UNI 
that is connected to that Ethernet service. 
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Figure 13: E-LAN service type: multipoint-to-multipoint 

E-LANs are used to create: 

 Multipoint L2 VPNs 

 Transparent LAN services 

 Layer 2 VPNs (L2VPN) 

 Foundation for IPTV and Multicast networks 

2.2.2.3 E-Tree 

An E-Tree is a rooted multipoint service that connects a number of UNIs providing sites with hub 
and spoke multipoint connectivity. Each UNI is designated as either 'root' or 'leaf'. A root UNI can 
communicate with any leaf UNI, while a leaf UNI can communicate only with a root UNI. 

E-Trees provide the separation between UNIs required to deliver a single service instance in 
which different customers (each having a leaf UNI) connect to an ISP which has one or more root 
UNIs. Having more than one root UNI is useful for load sharing and resiliency schemes. 

 

Figure 14: E-Tree with hub-and-spoke multipoint connectivity 
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E-Trees are used to create: 

 Multicast delivery services 

 Internet access 

 Mobile backhaul services 

 Telemetry services 

Difference between E-LAN and E-Tree 

E-LAN services are appropriate when all UNIs can generate traffic towards any other UNI and all 
UNIs belong to the same administrative domain - in other words when traffic separation between 
different organizations sharing the service is not required. 

E-Tree services are appropriate when the service source is located at just one UNI, or a small 
number of UNIs, each of which is designated a root UNI. The end-users of the service are 
typically client organizations that require that their respective traffic will not be visible to other 
clients of the service. 

Root vs. Leaf 

In E-Lines and E-LANs, all UNIs are designated as a root UNI. 

In E-Tree, UNIs are designated either as root UNIs or as leaf UNIs. Root UNIs are used to source 
traffic that can be directed to any other UNI in the E-Tree. Those UNIs should be only able to see 
traffic that is originates in one of the root UNIs in the E-Tree are designated as leaf UNIs. 

For example in an E-Tree used to provide access to multiple organizations to a single ISP, the 
ISP POP will sit at the root UNI, whereas each organization accessing the ISP sits at a leaf UNI 
so that it is unable to see traffic to and from other ISP clients. 

Multiple root UNIs are permitted in E-Trees in order to support mirror sites (resiliency) and load 
sharing configurations. 

2.2.2.4 Traffic isolation 

In an Open Access Network, it is mandatory to correctly isolate users, especially those from 
different service providers. At present, there are several technologies to perform this, which, at 
the same time, offer scalability and bandwidth management. 

The ARN needs to provide this, by supporting the technologies that can handle traffic from/to 
different sources totally isolated.  

2.2.2.5 End-to-End customer management 

Another of the SODALES key features is to allow ISPs to efficiently manage their customers. One 
of the week points of Open Access networks is the lack of control of the customers by the ISPs, 
as the bitstream provider is the one that manages the connectivity between the customer 
premises and the Point of Presence (PoP). 

The ARN need to allow ISPs to manage their customers and provide access to OAM for their 
customer traffic. Both, Carrier Ethernet and MPLS-TP provide functionalities to manage services 
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in the access segment. Carrier Ethernet offers two possible implementations, which are Y-
1731/CFM and Ethernet First Mile, being the first more complete and also offering performance 
monitoring features. MPLS-TP offers now more limited fault management, which consists on 
basic heartbeats (BFD) and diagnostics (LSP-ping). RFCs 6374 and 6375 define a set of 
performance monitoring functions to be implemented over MPLS-TP.   

2.2.2.6 Quality of Service 

The ability to manage Quality of Service is also mandatory in Open Access networks (and in 
general, in Carrier networks) and therefore, the ARN need to support this feature. Also, control 
over the QoS needs to be transferred to the ISP so they can control the Quality of their flows 
(without interfering with the QoS of the other ISPs). 

2.3 Traffic Management Technologies 

Since SODALES is designed to have OAN capability, when considering the traffic management 
aspects, we need to take into account that it is an open architecture with a core concern for how 
to build a platform in which residential users can be equally and freely connected to multiple 
Service Providers. In this case, leasing L2 connection and bandwidth through the OAN is a basic 
feature of the OAN. To support L2 connection and bandwidth leasing, the active ARN must 
provide multiple and flexible upstream ports, multi-layer VLAN forwarding and transforming, and 
hierarchical QoS (HQoS) support. OANs of certain carriers manage only the network from the 
ARN to the ONT (including the ODN), and the upper layer devices of the ARN and lower-layer 
devices of the ONT (such as the home network devices) are all provided by the RSPs. Generally, 
different RSPs use different upstream ports, but one RSP can use multiple upstream ports. 
Different RSPs use different ports; therefore the RSPs can have the entire VLAN address space, 
and VLAN addresses of different RSPs may overlap.  

In this project we are studying the use of a hierarchical QoS engine to solve these problems by 
supporting multiple levels of scheduling. The first level scheduler feeds traffic to the next level 
and that feed to the third level. With each of these schedulers, a separate classification and 
scheduling algorithm can be applied at each level. The first level scheduler can classify traffic into 
flows (e.g. coming from a specific host or a group of hosts). The second level can classify them 
based on services (e.g. whether it’s VoIP traffic or normal Internet traffic), and third level 
scheduler can classify it based on Trunks associate to Regional Service Provider (i.e. a trunk 
going from location A to B and another going from A to C but sharing the same Egress port). 

Hierarchical control is performed for services, users, and RSPs. As such, HQoS ensures 
bandwidth of all users and bandwidth of different services of each user through the hierarchical 
scheduling mechanism. The protocols and specific traffic management strategies and algorithms 
are discussed in greater detail in the parallel deliverable D1.3 “SODALES OAM and Control 
Plane Parameters for Open Access Networks” which accompanies this particular deliverable. In 
addition, the later deliverables (month 12) D3.2 “OAM Parameters Design for E2E Service 
Delivery” and D3.3 “Control and Management Plane Design” will also be offering much greater 
detail of the implementation strategy of the SODALES traffic management strategy, specifically 
where it relates to the design of the ARN. In section 5 of this deliverable, we also describe some 
initial simulation results of an efficient flow scheduling approach that can also be employed to 
enhance traffic management capability at the ARN, and shows promise for improving average 
throughput and reducing configuration delays.  
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2.4 Meshing & Resilience 

Although access networks typically present a limited set of resilience features, SODALES can be 
implemented in resilient configurations to provide enhanced protection and higher availability. 
The ARN is a key component to provide this feature, as it is the active element that aggregates 
the traffic from the users and transmits it to the CO depending on different parameters. Mesh and 
resilient configurations can be implemented at the optical or electrical domain, but in both cases, 
the SODALES control and management plane will need to interact with the ARN so the flows are 
correctly transmitted. 

2.4.1 Optical resiliency 

The generic approach to offer optical resiliency is by implementing ROADMs at the ARN. Optical 
resiliency is the best future-proof alternative but requires extra power and the implementation 
cost of an optical mesh is high. As SODALES aims to be a cost effective approach for future 
access networks using low-energy subsystems, the ROADM path is not the preferred choice. 
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Figure 15: Optical mesh topology 

Therefore, other configurations with L1 resiliency better fit within SODALES vision. A simplified 
way to offer resiliency is to use a fixed OADM approach. The principle is to deploy a SODALES 
ring and allocate two wavelengths to each ARN, each of which is transmitted from/to one 
direction of the ring. 
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Figure 16: OADM resilient topology 
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This approach has zero impact in power consumption, as it just uses passive components and 
the impact on cost is low, as just a basic optical filtering layer is required. 

In case of a fibre cut, the ARN reduces throughput in 50% but connectivity is guaranteed by the 
connection that remain between the ARN and CO. 

Mesh configurations are also possible but the logical connection from the CO to the ARN will 
keep being a ring with two interfaces through two different physical paths. 

2.4.2 Switching resiliency 

Basic protection can also be implemented by daisy-chaining several ARNs one to each other. 

This architecture provides a common interface to the CO, which means that the group of ARNs 
connected in the chain shares a bidirectional 10 Gb/s ring (20 Gb/s total capacity). 
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Figure 17: Electrical mesh topology 

In order to efficiently switch traffic flows and avoid loops, L2 features, like Spanning Tree 
protocols need to be implemented. 

However, this is not seen as a future-proofed approach and also limits the total capacity of the 
network. That said, an advantage of this approach is that it allows geographic bandwidth 
allocation to specific ARNs depending on the traffic needs. 
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3 Wireless Final-Drop Technologies  

An important aspect about the wireless (RF and optical) final-drop technologies being developed 
in the SODALES project is that it additionally provides an enabling tool for next-generation 
heterogeneous wireless and mobile broadband systems, based on flexible spectrum usage, 
reduced EMF and interference. Figure 18 below shows how, in a more generic fashion, the 
wireless final-drop SODALES technology can contribute strongly to future heterogeneous 
architectures. In this particular (more forward-looking) context, it is anticipated that both cellular 
and WiFi standards will continue along the OFDM track for the physical layer, with enhancements 
to achieve higher speeds approaching 100–1 Gb/s for cellular mobile and nomadic use, 
respectively, and 1 Gb/s for WLAN in home and office environments.  Proposed enhancements 
include the use of dynamic spectrum access (DSA) and non-contiguous OFDM to achieve 
wideband operation, increasing numbers of antennas or beams, network MIMO involving 
cooperative signal processing between base stations, and cooperative communication 
techniques in general. With modulation efficiency presently regarded as reaching its practical 
limits, an enabler for higher speed data will be the availability of wideband channels using 
advanced DSA and cognitive radio techniques. All of these features may be additionally exhibited 
in the final SODALES final-drop design. 

 

Figure 18: Cache-and-forward network architectures featuring high-capacity wireless networks [15] 

There is also on-going effort to migrate indoor WLAN and WPAN networks towards less 
congested higher frequency unlicensed spectrum bands such as V-band and E-band. There are 
significant propagation-related differences between the V/E bands and the lower frequency 
unlicensed WiFi bands at 2.4 and 5.0 GHz. Several standardization bodies have been working on 
the V-band PHY and MAC protocols approaching 1-Gb/s service rate. These include the IEEE 
802.11ad and Wireless Gigabit Alliance (WiGig) for WLAN, and IEEE 802.15.3c, and Wireless 
HD for short-range PANs. The IEEE 802.15.3c standard defines a central controlled network 
topology and TDMA-based MAC protocol for 60-GHz wireless PANs. The IEEE 802.11ad 
standard has introduced a new network architecture named Personal Basic Service without an 
access point, in which each station can serve the role of a central coordination point which 
supports a combination of random access CSMA access and scheduled TDMA access modes. 
There are still a number of open research issues related to 60-GHz networks such as MAC-layer 
support for beam switching, diversity techniques to overcome propagation impairments, 
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cooperative relaying. Overall, 60-GHz technology is expected to mature rapidly during the next 
three to five years and will provide an important option for high-speed connectivity associated 
with applications such as device docking, HD video and mobile caching, in addition to the 
ubiquitous connectivity as shown in Figure 18. 

In terms of hardware technologies, wireless PHY and MAC technologies discussed in this section 
involve considerable signal processing complexity, generally requiring ASIC implementation in 
order to achieve the (theoretical) gigabit throughput associated with radio standards such as 
802.11ad and 802.11ac at low cost. The high cost of chip development implies the need for 
mass-market standards with significant volume in order for a new product concept to be viable. 
This in turn results in relatively long product development cycles of seven to ten years in the 
wireless industry, as compared with three to five years in the computer industry, which relies on 
processors, memory, and other generic components that do not require completely new 
architectures for each generation. A suggested scenario is shown below in Figure 19 [15]. 

 

Figure 19: RF technology application scenarios into 2015 and beyond (adapted from [15]). 

To achieve these ambitious end application scenarios, the following sections describe the present 
progress in connectivity between end-users (fixed and mobile), data caches and distribution hubs 
in the following key technology areas: 

 High capacity wireless backhaul  

 High spectral efficiency (SE) 

 Low-cost components 

 Real-time signal processing 

 Reconfigurable radio systems (RRS) 

 Line-of-Sight (LOS) optical 

The driver behind these advances is the roadmap set by Ethernet wireless connectivity, whereby 
100 Gb/s throughputs have recently been achieved with mm-wave photonic links, e.g. [22]. Set 
against this, pure radio-based throughputs featuring freely available, license–free/light-license 
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spectrum allocation (at 2.4, 5, 24, 60, 70 and 80 GHz) do not presently align well, even with the 
10GbE copper twisted-pair base standard 802.3an-2006. It may also be noted that deployment of 
10GbE in metro/access networks is rapidly displacing legacy SONET OC-48 and OC-192, as 
10GbE enables service providers to quickly address the unpredictable and rapid growth in 
bandwidth; this is fuelled in part by increased bandwidth demand from mobile users. In a wider 
scenario, one can also include the convergence of high-speed Internet, digital home phones, and 
television services. These are creating additional bandwidth demands per household on a single 
access line surpassing 12 Mb/s. It is also important to note that emerging LTE mobile services 
have a minimum 100 Mb/s Ethernet requirement. 

3.1 High-Capacity 60-GHz Wireless Links 

For licence-free spectral usage, a wide-range of commercial back-haul links at 24 and 60 GHz 
are on offer, with transmission distances >20km possible. Under clear air conditions, atmospheric 
attenuation varies significantly with frequency, in addition to conventional free-space path loss 
[26]. At microwave frequencies up to 38 GHz, atmospheric attenuation is reasonably low at a few 
tenths of a dB/km. A large peak is seen at around 60 GHz of ~15 dB/km where absorption by 
oxygen molecules seriously limits radio transmission distances. After this peak, however, a large 
window opens up where attenuation drops back to 0.5 dB/km—not much worse than at lower 
mm-wave frequencies. Above 100 GHz, atmospheric attenuation generally worsens and there 
are numerous molecular effects (O2 and H2O absorption at higher frequencies). 

Figure 20 shows a typical 60 GHz 1GbE full-duplex link [27]. A more recent addition is 
represented by an affordable commercial 24 GHz solution as shown in Figure 21 [28]. The 24 
GHz band has few issues with atmospheric attenuation. However, the allocated bandwidth is just 
200 MHz as this band was primarily intended for automotive radar [29]. The use of 2x2 multiple 
input/multiple-output (MIMO) together with hybrid frequency/time-division multiplexing is 
indicative of current advanced trends in mm-wave links. These include: multiple frequency bands, 
spatial MIMO, high-level QAM constellation ([28] uses 64QAM) and, for predominantly LOS 
deployments, polarization diversity.  For mobile backhaul, 60 GHz has attractive features for short 
small-cell LOS backhaul links: It is unlicensed, offers wide bandwidths, and has high path 
attenuation due to the oxygen resonance peak.  60 GHz is useful for short hops and high 
frequency reuse. Recently e.g. NEC stated that the 60 GHz band was their main path for wireless 
small cell backhaul [30]. 

 

Figure 20: 60 GHz 1GbE backhaul link [27]. 

 

Figure 21: 24 GHz, 1GbE backhaul link [28]. 
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Concerning licensed bands, microwave is the most common mobile backhaul technology 
nowadays, transporting more than 50% of the global mobile traffic. Most installed links use point-
to-point LOS links between 6 and 42 GHz and bandwidths of 3.5, 7, 14, 28, 56, and 112 MHz. 
Wider channels are available at higher frequencies and by aggregating multiple bands. For 
example, the licensed 70/80 GHz band offers 250 MHz channels possible to aggregate. Using 
wide bandwidths and high spectral efficiency tens of Gb/s wireless throughputs are within reach. 
These bitrates were historically considered viable only by using optical technologies such as 
fibre. A 5-Gb/s microwave link was demonstrated by Ericsson at MWC in Barcelona 2011.  

Although the SODALES architecture is designed to exploit WDM-PON infrastructure for the 
upstream backhaul functionality, the high-bandwidth (1 GHz) capacity of a RF final-drop 
technology solution could also find application for backhaul capability, or for inter-ARN meshing 
functionalities, e.g. for network resilience and restoration. 

3.1.1 Spectral Efficiency 

The physical path design of the Ethernet twisted-pair copper media standard 10GBASE-T 
(802.3an) represents one of the most advanced constellations in common use at very high 
symbol rates. As shown below in Figure 22, each of the four channels uses an 800 Mbaud 
symbol rate with 3.125 bits per DSQ-128 dimension, giving 2.5 Gb/s/copper pair. This is derived 
using 16-PAM at 4 bit/dim, which is reduced to 3.125 bit/dim by 2-D alphabet partitioning and 
coding. The cable transmission matrix is high cross-linked, suggesting that MIMO-OFDM could 
be used. However, latency issues make this a poor choice; a factor often overlooked in the use of 
OFDM signaling. The use of intrinsic echo and cross-talk cancellation offers a strong (and 
essential) advantage in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Overall a BER of 10-12 is achieved with a 
SNR of 23.32 dB. A low-density, parity check code (LDPC [2048,1723]) offers 8 dB coding gain. 

 

Figure 22: DSQ-128 Modulation. 

For microwave mobile backhaul, over the last ten years, state of the art spectral efficiency has 
increased from a modest 1.2 b/s/Hz to a record value of 35 b/s/Hz demonstrated by Ericsson at 
the Mobile World Congress 2011 in Barcelona. Enabling technologies for such an increase in 
spectral efficiency are MIMO technologies such as polarization multiplexing and spatial 
multiplexing, and high order modulation where 512QAM is commercially available and 1024QAM 
and higher are to be introduced to the market [31]. Recent records in spectral efficiencies 
achieved in optical communications e.g. over multi-mode fibres, rely all on off-line processing 
after sampling the signals in a high-speed oscilloscope.  
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3.1.2 MIMO at mm-wave frequencies 

The idea of using multiple antenna techniques also denoted as multiple-input multiple-output 
(MIMO) for increasing the data rates powered more than a decade of research and innovation in 
mobile communications. MIMO is introduced into the wireless local area networks (LANs) 
standard 802.11n. Integration of MIMO into the cellular world, namely the 3G High-Speed 
Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) was tried early. But realizing the gains turned out to non-trivial 
due to the fundamental interference limitations. For improving the performance, efficient solutions 
going beyond these limitations are needed. Modern solutions are based on orthogonal frequency 
division multiple access (OFDMA) and single-carrier frequency-division multiple access (SC-
FDMA). These waveforms have been incorporated into the new 4G LTE standard for down-link 
and up-link, respectively, since they reduce complexity at the receiver side dramatically. 

At mm-wave frequencies, however, MIMO has played no role so far. One reason is that most 
links are based on line-of-sight (LOS), where polarization multiplexing is an efficient way to 
double the channel rank using the same antenna configuration. At microwave frequencies, 
however, it is difficult to gain more degrees of freedom using LOS over large distances since 
antenna elements cannot be spaced close enough for creating a rank-deficient MIMO channel.  
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Figure 23: Singular values of MIMO modes versus the inter-element spacing in 70 GHz mm-wave link after 
1 km distance. Left: 2x2 MIMO with linear arrays at both sides. Centre: 4x4 MIMO with linear arrays. Right: 

2x2 LOS-MIMO from [40]. 

However, researchers have demonstrated theoretically [32] and practically 
[33][34][35][36][37][38][39], that smart antenna configurations imply that the mm-wave MIMO 
channel can have full rank. In Figure 23, singular values characterizing the relative strength of the 
parallel MIMO streams for 2x2 and 4x4 antenna configurations are plotted at 70 GHz versus the 
inter-element separation after 1 km link distance. Obviously, already with distances in the order of 
one metre, we can multiplex four data streams spatially over the LOS channel. The number of 
streams is doubled by using polarization multiplexing. In practice, multiple dish antennas can be 
placed vertically on top of each other at an antenna mast. 

The authors in [37] used an analogue combining circuit at IF frequencies to separate spatially 
multiplexed data streams at 60 GHz. However, bandwidth was noticeably limited. The authors in 
[33] already used single-carrier real-time signal processing and achieved 700 Mb/s with 4 
elements in an indoor environment at 5.2 GHz. Note that parallel streams are degenerate only at 
a given frequency and at a specific inter-element spacing. For realizing a high-bandwidth mm-
wave MIMO link, frequency-selective MIMO processing will be needed. The authors in [39] 
recently implemented a 1 Gb/s MIMO-OFDM microwave link at 15 GHz. However, bandwidth was 
limited by signal processing of the standard PC platform and by interfaces used. 
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3.1.3 Low-cost Components 

The market for mm-wave components such as amplifiers, phase-locked loops and mixers has 
been steadily growing with the advent of 1 GbE links such as those in §3.1 above. As shown in 
Figure 24, highly integrated transmitter and receiver MMICs have been designed in a commercial 
65nm 183-GHz GaAs pHEMT MMIC process and characterized on both chip and system level. 
These chips show a high level of integration in the 60-90 GHz bands and offer useful 
multipurpose front-end designs. 

The chips operate with a LO signal in the range 10-20 GHz which can be up-converted in an 
integrated multiply-by-for/eight chain, whilst offering IF centre frequencies up to 8 GHz. Although 
the chips are inherently multipurpose designs, they are especially suitable for high-speed 
wireless data transmission due to their very broadband IF characteristics. A single chip 
transmitter MMIC might consist of a balanced resistive mixer with an integrated ultra-wideband, 
IF balun, a three-stage power amplifier, and the X4/8 LO chain. 

(a)   (b)  

Figure 24 (a) & (b): Examples of 60-90 Hz mixer chips [40]. 

3.1.4 Real-Time Signal Processing 

There have been a number of real-time processing GbE wireless systems published. As an 
example, Figure 25 shows an untested design concept of a complete wireless system for 60 GHz 
[41]. This proposed two-chip solution follows broadly conventional functionality, so just the main 
features are summarized. Following the 1GbE PHY input, the signal is LDPC encoded (as in 
10GBASE-T above). This is then split into I and Q symbol streams and up-converted on 5.1 GHz 
sub-carrier and then re-modulated onto a 54.7 or 57.1 GHz carrier as shown. 

This produces a frequency division-duplex (FDD) signal at either 59.8 or 62.2 GHz; this helpfully 
allowing diplexer rather than circulator-based Tx/Rx signal separation at the final antenna output. 
At the receive side, the reverse process happens. Not shown is the necessary synthesizer lock 
on the 1st and 2nd down-conversion PLLs. Additionally, I and Q signal phase rotation has to be 
removed by the base-band receiver, in addition to synchronization of the LDPC codec frames. 
Much of this effort can be migrated to standard 10GBASE-T and forthcoming 40GBASE-T 
network interface cards.   
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Figure 25: Schematic 60 GHz GbE real-time wireless system [41]. 

3.1.5 Reconfigurable Radio System (RSS) 

Reconfigurable radio is a state-of-the-art requirement for wireless links in general. In case of 
microwave, propagation conditions change, due to the weather. Moreover, radio links are 
supposed to create little interference and be energy-efficient. If the traffic is temporarily low, we 
can adapt power consumption and throughput, accordingly. Such adaptation may include the use 
of less complex modulation formats, waveforms better adapted to lower spectrum efficiency and 
adaptation of the spectrum utilization. 

Figure 26 shows the various elements of a RRS, which perform its reconfiguration management 
operations. The joint radio resource management element is responsible for coordinating the 
negotiations between reconfigurable network elements, and for ensuring that the optimal 
utilisation of radio resources by all network elements is achieved. 

The radio access technologies (RATs) in each network element possess their own individual 
resource management, mobility management, and other link control mechanisms, which are in 
turn defined within their RAT standards. The RRS's reconfiguration management system 
interfaces with these mechanisms, thereby enabling it to adjust the radio resource utilisation of 
each network element. A network operator is able to exercise control over reconfiguration 
operations through the use of policies, which provide network elements with a set of predefined 
reconfiguration objectives and restrictions. Policy-based management is also beneficial, as it 
enables the autonomous reconfiguration of network elements without requesting/obtaining 
permission from the network operator in the core network. 

Dynamic spectrum access/allocation (DSA) enables the dynamic allocation of spectrum to 
accommodate each reconfigurable network element, and in so doing ensures both efficient use of 
the available spectrum, adherence to national spectrum licensing regulations and best energy 
efficiency. DSA elements in separate RRSs can also conduct negotiations, thereby enabling 
spectrum leasing and sharing. 

The main challenge in this context is three-fold. We need a reconfigurable user plane, i.e. a 
functional pipeline doing all the signal processing from data bits to waveforms at high signal 
processing speed. To our knowledge, the highest symbol rate ever handled within an adaptive 
user plane is in the research prior to LTE, where 100 MSymbols/s processing was used to 
achieve 1 Gb/s [43]. This research direction was halted since the maximum symbol rate for LTE 
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is 30.72 MS/s. More recent work on NLOS 60 GHz using MIMO demonstrates that it is in fact 
scalable to much higher speeds [44]. 

The second challenge is an intelligent control plane. It can be split into two parts. First, we need a 
digital signal processor operating an intelligent algorithm. The control plane algorithm supervises 
the pipeline realizing the user plane. Second, we need reliable feedback and control channels. 
They are operated between the supervising processor elements at each radio frontend over the 
air in parallel to the user plane data. They enable the information exchange required to optimize 
the transmission with respect to channel conditions in radio link and traffic conditions in the 
network. 

The interaction between user and control plane in an adaptive MAC processor is readily 
implementable in real-time on a reconfigurable signal processing platform e.g. for LTE, see [45]. 
MIMO-OFDM has inherently high potential for parallel and pipelined signal processing. 

 

Figure 26: Key functional elements associated with reconfigurable radio systems [42]. 

Due to the reconfigurable nature of mobile devices (RMDs) and reconfigurable base stations 
(RBSs), establishing communications between these network elements is impossible if the RMD 
is unaware of the RAT currently implemented by the RBS [42]. This problem is resolved by the 
concept known as a cognitive pilot channel (CPC). A CPC is a universal predefined logical 
communications channel, which enables a RMD to contact a RBS and determine which RATs 
may be implemented by the RMD in order to establish communications with the RBS [46]. 

Apart from facilitating initial communications between RMDs and RBSs, the CPC can also be 
used to convey all reconfiguration management messages within an RRS, or support 
negotiations for spectrum sharing from secondary users of licensed radio spectrum. The CPC 
can be established as a logical channel over an existing RAT (in-band), or via a new RAT 
dedicated to performing this function (out-of band) [47].  

To ensure interoperability between network elements and portability of software, an RRS must 
define a standardised interface that connects the reconfigurable hardware platform to the 
operating system and radio applications within each network element. This principle extends to 
the requirement for a standardised software development framework for radio applications. Such 
a framework enables radio application developers to create RAT software, which can be 
deployed on any network element provided that such elements contain hardware capable of 
meeting the software's performance requirements. 
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3.1.6 Line-of-Sight (LoS) Optical Solutions 

3.1.6.1 State of the Art 

The line-of-sight (LoS) approach, an example of which is shown in Figure 27 (left) was originally 
developed for military and space applications. In essence, an infrared laser (typically 1300-1550 
nm to match atmospheric transparency) is directly modulated by the data signal; the output is 
collimated to achieve low-divergence and then collected by a large aperture lens [23]. The low-
intensity received optical signal is then focused onto a high-speed, low noise photodiode and 
converted back to an electrical analogue for further processing. Error correction is usually applied 
to the regenerated digital signal such that a low-packet loss, full-duplex link (assuming an 
identical return path) is possible. In a terrestrial environment, the links work well and can provide 
in excess of 1GbE throughput over km distances.  

The chief impairments (apart from simple obstruction) are due to Mie scattering from fog (which 
can be ~dB/m) as well as from snowflakes and hydrometeors. The availability of LOS optical 
solutions is therefore not comparable to micro- and millimetre-wave solutions. Long-term 
measurements over 500 m distance using a commercial LOS optical link from CBL GmbH in the 
LTE-Advanced Testbed in Berlin illustrated outage events in the morning fog and during the 
typical November weather in Germany, when clouds hang deep and the 85 m high building at the 
Ernst Reuter Platz was covered, i.e. visibility approached zero.  

In other weather conditions, the experience with LOS optical links is excellent, provided that 
beam alignment is optimal and the transceivers are mounted stable, e.g. at the bottom of a radio 
mast. Although omni-directional links and non-LOS (NLOS) applications have been reported, e.g. 
[25], they are limited to very short ranges simply because of the power budget.  

From a network operator perspective, LOS optical links have insufficient availability for achieving 
macro-cell coverage due to atmospheric humidity. In order to improve availability, they are often 
combined with radio links serving as a back-up solution. LOS optics is currently considered as a 
temporal but not a sustainable solution for telecommunication networks where 99.99% availability 
is required. However, in the case where other solutions are not available, optical wireless is an 
alternative.  

 

 

 

Figure 27: Left: A commercial line-of-sight link [24]. Right: Bidirectional optical wireless links based on 
LEDs, originally developed for indoor applications. For further information, see www.hhi.de 

 

http://www.hhi.de/
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3.1.6.2 Small Cell Needs 

Small cells are going to be massively introduced into the cellular network and will be embedded 
at locations where macro-cell coverage is available but capacity is insufficient because of high 
user density. Of relevance to the SODALES project is the fact that these small cells will aso 
required an economic backhaul technical solution. 

Since macro-cell coverage is always available, limited availability of perhaps 99% may be 
considered acceptable by network operators, provided that costs can be significantly reduced. 
Moreover, distances between macro- and small cells are shorter than between the macro-cells. 

It is often said that 50% of the small-cell backhaul links have no free LOS. Obviously, there is a 
significant market for LOS solutions and the potential of optical wireless to compete with 
microwave in this market is better as compared to the macro-cell backhaul case because:  

 the optical spectrum is free  

 distances are shorter (few 100 metres) yielding higher weather margins 

 limited availability may be acceptable if costs can be reduced 

 availability may be increased by using adaptive modulation and coding 
 

3.1.6.3 From visible light communications to low-cost wireless backhaul 

Low-cost backhauling may become feasible with LED-based optical wireless links that have 
recently been mainly developed for indoor wireless access applications. In this case, the concept 
is based on the use of novel LED-based indoor lighting as a medium for communications. This 
idea has inspired researchers around world wide to reconsider optical wireless communications, 
since there is a potential for a mass market as LED lighting is becoming evermore widespread..  

Improvements in transmission power, receiver sensitivity and energy efficiency have been 
reached recently in optical wireless communications, with LEDs nowadays providing output 
powers of several watts. There is progress in advanced impedance matching at the LED driver 
and at the photodiode yielding a better energy efficiency and high throughput at lower light levels. 
ASIC implementation of the baseband processing, instead of using FPGAs, further reduces 
power consumption. For indoor access applications, a few watts of optical power are needed to 
operate the link over a distance of several metres in a spot size covering a few metres. Two-
thirds of the energy is needed for the LED bias current, while 1/3 is for the rest of the electronics.  

For outdoor applications, we can use collimating optics, to yield the same spot size after several 
100’s of metres, as is typical for FSO links, and also using infrared LEDs instead of visible light. 
This will allow readily available VLC links to be converted into low-cost backhaul links by using 
essentially the same hardware, suitable for deployment in the SODALES architecture. 

Compact prototypes are already available based on commercially available components. 
Currently, they feature data rates up to 500 Mb/s, with the clear potential of reaching several 
Gb/s, using an ASIC for baseband processing based on OFDM, as well as reliable feedback and 
control loops over the air enabling closed-loop rate adaptation according to the instantaneous 
channel conditions.  

In wireless backhauling applications, such rate adaptation increases the availability, i.e. the link 
can still be operated under bad weather conditions and only the data rate is reduced, accordingly. 
This feature might qualify these links further for low-cost small-cell backhaul applications, 
provided that the LOS is free. 
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Low-cost LED-based optical wireless for backhaul applications is a new concept that needs to be 
proved in practice yet. However, there is no obvious reason why it should be infeasible. LED-
based optical wireless promises an economic, energy-efficient, high-speed mobile backhaul 
solution covering a significant fraction of the existing small-cell scenarios, where a free LOS to an 
adjacent macro-cell is available.  

Small-cell backhauling as well as wireless final drops are important applications covered by the 
SODALES architecture. The use of optical wireless may have disruptive effects on the 
deployment costs, and turn into a serious business case if accepted by network operators.  For 
this reason, it is a short-term research goal to modify LED-based LOS technology and to test it in 
real mobile network scenarios. In the following, we review recent VLC developments with a focus 
on high-speed data transmission and describe a recent hardware prototype [48]. 

3.1.6.4 High-Speed VLC Links 

During the past few years, growing insights were gained into the efficient implementation of VLC 
data transmission using LEDs initially developed for illumination purposes. In general, there are 
two main types of white LEDs commonly used for lighting: the phosphorescent type consisting of 
a blue LED chip plus a yellow phosphor layer, and the multi-color type consisting of three (in 
some cases four) individual chips, mostly red, green and blue (hence: RGB). While the 
phosphorescent type allows for cost-efficient installations mainly due to its simple driver design, it 
provides only a few MHz modulation bandwidth caused by the slow response time of the 
phosphorescent material. However, we were able to demonstrate that the bandwidth can be 
enhanced by an order of magnitude up to 20 MHz by suppressing the phosphorescent portion of 
the optical spectrum with the aid of a “blue filter” at the receiver [5]. In contrast, the white-light 
RGB-type LEDs enable three individual color channels each providing approximately 15 MHz 
bandwidth. By using three drivers in parallel, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) can be 
realized. However, the advantage of an increased aggregate data rate is achieved at the expense 
of higher costs. 

We demonstrated that, although illumination LEDs are not developed for data transmission, they 
offer significant potential for high-speed communications. Starting with phosphorescent LEDs and 
simple On-Off Keying (OOK) modulation, which allowed 100-200 Mb/s data rates, the 
transmission speeds were increased continuously by applying more spectrally efficient 
modulation formats such as adaptive Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) alias 
Discrete Multitone Transmission (DMT1), an idea originally proposed in [49]. We continued 
working on sophisticated design and transmission improvements enabling up to 800 Mb/s using a 
standard high-brightness RGB-LED combined with a commercial Si-PIN-photodiode in a single-
color transmission mode [50]. These results confirmed that ordinary RGB-LEDs designed for 
illumination can deliver data rates up to the Gb/s range based on DMT modulation with bit and 
power loading for throughput maximization beyond conventional 3-dB-bandwidth limitations. 

A real boost of the throughput can be achieved with RGB-LEDs using WDM. The principle is 
shown in Figure 28. WDM for VLC was studied in detail in [49] using a commercially available 
high-brightness white-light RGB-LED as optical source and WDM pass-band filters combined with 
an APD as receiver element. The aggregate data rate was extended to 1.25 Gb/s at an 
illuminance level of 1000 lx at the receiver, a value within the range recommended by the 
European lighting standard (EN 12464-1 from 2003) for working environments. Based on a 

                                                
1
 The DMT technique is known from DSL; whereas in radio systems it is known as OFDM. DMT can be realized using OFDM 

where a real-valued waveform is obtained using a so-called mirror function, see [7]. 
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similar offline-processed WDM-VLC setup and a low-power RGB-LED, authors in [9] reported an 
aggregate data rate of 3.4 Gb/s. More recently, 3.22 Gb/s have been demonstrated using WDM-
VLC with carrier-less amplitude and phase (CAP) modulation [10].  

 

Figure 28: WDM principle for VLC showing in-parallel transmission of three (RGB) channels and reception 
of one channel via color filtering. 

3.1.6.5  Real-Time 500 Mbit/s Bidirectional VLC Prototype 

Besides the high-speed, off-line processed laboratory achievements, the maturity of VLC 
technology for all the potential applications has to be proven with real-time systems, an effort 
onto which we focused recently. The very first fully-fledged VLC real-time demonstration was 
presented in February 2011 at ORANGE labs facilities by the consortium of the EU-project 
OMEGA (www.ict-omega.eu). This system provided 100 Mb/s net data rate. OFDM-based 
modulation and demodulation, forward error correction, synchronization and a specifically 
developed Media Access Control (MAC) were implemented on FPGAs. In an area of about 
10 m2, equipped with 16 LED lamps distributed at the ceiling, four HD-videos were broadcasted 
simultaneously to four different laptops [51]. 
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Figure 29: The overall bidirectional real-time line-of-sight (LOS) VLC link. 

http://www.ict-omega.eu/
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In order to advance the VLC technology towards future commercial applications, more recently, 
we developed a bidirectional high-speed real-time VLC system. The idea is presented 
schematically in Figure 29. Data transmission is based on an optimized, rate-adaptive OFDM 
modulation and demodulation scheme. The transceivers are equipped with specially designed 
VLC transmitter and receiver modules. Due to the fact that the VLC channel is based on intensity 
modulation and direct detection, a real-valued positive waveform is used. Here, DC-biased DMT 
is applied to obtain a unipolar (positive valued) time domain signal at the transmitter, while 
potentially remaining negative signal amplitudes are clipped at the expense of an increased error 
rate. Therefore, the DC-bias and the modulation index need to be chosen carefully at the LED 
driver. The VLC transmitter is primarily composed of a new LED current driver and an off-the-
shelf high-power visible-light LED. The VLC receiver comprises a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) 
and a commercially available high-speed Si-PIN-photodiode. Our new modules increase the 
modulation bandwidth from 30 to 180 MHz.  

The new transceiver modules have a relatively small form factor (cf. Figure 30), can operate 
without active cooling and are easily useable. Each transceiver is equipped with an external 
power supply and 1000BASE-T Ethernet interfaces using standard RJ45 connectors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Real-time 500 Mb/s VLC system, as shown at a commercial exhibition (right) with the zoom-in of 
the desk part (bottom left) and the long-range (up to 20 m) version (top left). 

A particular advantage of our real-time VLC system is the use of bidirectional, rate-adaptive 
OFDM transmission enabling a variable throughput with controlled error rate, depending on the 
quality of the optical communication channel. At a typical working distance of 2 m between the 
ceiling and the tabletop height, and in a circular spot covering a typical working area of roughly 
60 cm in diameter, the system enables a data rate of 200 Mb/s per user. By using narrow-beam 
optics, we improved the system performance achieving a data rate of 100 Mb/s over 20 m 
distances. As shown in Figure 31, left, the most important parameter is the light intensity at the 
receiver, leading to nearly proportional adaptation of the data rate. Thanks to the dynamic rate 
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control, by reducing the distance, the data rate is steadily increased until the 500 Mb/s peak data 
rate is reached, (cf. Figure 31, right).  

  

Figure 31: Measurement results for the real-time VLC system. Left: Achieved data rates for the red LED-
based transmitter depending on the light intensity measured using a standard photometer at the receiver 

entity. Right: Measured bidirectional data rates over varying transmission distances demonstrating the 
virtually colour-independent data transmission. 

Our bidirectional VLC experiments demonstrate for the first time that high-speed low-cost optical 
data transmission can be realized in an indoor setup by using commercially available hardware. 
We exemplarily used a red and a blue LED source as shown in Figure 30 (top left) for a better 
visualization of the bidirectional data transmission. As a matter of fact, any other high-power LED 
could be used as light source instead, independent of its colour. In the near future, we also 
expect that more powerful OFDM-chips will be available. As our VLC components provide the 
necessary analogue bandwidth of almost 180 MHz already today, there is an important potential 
for further increased data rates. 
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4 Energy Efficiency  

Energy efficiency is becoming an ever more critical aspect of assessing network performance, in 
particular for the access segment, which has been estimated to consume up to 90% of overall 
telecom network power requirements [52]. Historically, this may be have been due to the 
preponderance of copper cabling linking homes with the CO; with optical fibre now being ever 
more extensively deployed for fibre-to-the-curb/cabinet/building/home etc. with its intrinsically 
lower operating energy requirements, as compared with copper, the overall absolute energy 
requirement (carbon footprint) of access networks is being reduced.  

However, the access network presents additional intrinsic reasons, which make it more difficult to 
reduce energy consumption e.g. due to its distribution (tree) topology, which makes aggregation 
(i.e. the ability to combine signals onto a common transmission platform) more difficult and hence 
makes economies of scale less obvious to achieve. In addition, the heterogeneity of final-drop 
technologies (i.e. wireless v. fixed, each with their own variations, wireless: 3/4G, WiFI, WiMax, 
UWB etc., and fixed: FTTH, PON, AON etc.) additionally makes economies of scale more 
problematic.  

That said, there are various techniques that can be exploited to reduce energy consumption, and 
SODALES does exploit these new technologies to reduce overall carbon footprint. For example, 
the use of an ARN as a common technology platform for fixed-wireless convergence; statistical 
multiplexing, in order to maximally and efficiently exploit network resources; scaling of the ARN to 
optimally allow powering by use of renewable energy sources (wind and solar etc.); locating 
network intelligence closer to end-users, so that network operating decisions can be made closer 
to end-users, and hence enable more localized (and end-user optimized) configurations of the 
access network to be made , and hence enable more energy-efficient operation. 

Together, these can be expected to usefully reduce overall access network energy consumption. 
As the SODALES project develops, we hope to be able to establish some of these energy-saving 
effects in a more quantitative fashion. However, in advance of this, quantifying an absolute 
energy efficiency metric, to give a guide as to the optimal target energy efficiency that may be 
achievable is an important exercise. On the one hand, providing an absolute reference metric 
(benchmark) is a useful advance from a theoretical and scientific point of view; on the other hand, 
establishing such a theoretical model for best energy efficiency provides network planners with a 
tool to optimize the energy consumption of future access networks and to identify the main 
bottlenecks. Like in a home, where only the optimization of many components altogether leads to 
a higher energy efficiency (insulation of roof and walls, new windows, renewal of the heating and 
so on), the same heterogeneous approach may be suitable in the access network. Such a tool 
and a common metric approach shall include the effects of all relevant components in the access 
network and will also motivate what may be possible. This will encourage further in-depth 
research into each component for reaching these theoretical-best energy efficiency values. 

In order to establish such a theoretical base-line metric, we need to ascertain some of the 
intrinsic differences between optical and wireless transmissions systems, in particular, due to 
their different path attenuations and noise characteristics, so that we can analyse the converged 
SODALES architecture on a systematic basis. We believe this is the first such converged study of 
the fundamentals of a fixed-wireless access network. 
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4.1 Methodology & Benchmarking 

One fundamental hypothesis of SODALES is that actively switched network architectures are 
more energy-efficient than the traditional passive optical networks (PON). 

In the traditional PON shown in Figure 32 left, the traffic of many users is aggregated in a passive 
optical node (being essentially a fibre coupler) and then amplified by an erbium-doped optical 
fibre amplifier (EDFA) or semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) for reducing the splitting loss, 
scaling like 10 log10 N, which can be huge for large numbers users N.  

Statistical multiplexing, which is sometimes also denoted as over-provisioning, is performed at 
the second aggregation level by using time-division, orthogonal frequency-division or wavelength-
division multiple access (TDMA, OFDMA and WDMA, respectively).  

Main efforts regarding energy consumption are found in the electric-to-optic conversions at the 
CPE and at second aggregation levels. Moreover, potentially needed optical amplifiers and the 
processing of the multiple access protocol by means of TDMA or OFDMA cost significant energy. 
WDM has a clear advantage in terms of energy efficiency, since optical wavelength are passively 
combined or split in the AWG. However, the high costs of AWGs increase the CAPEX at the cost 
of a reduced OPEX. 

a a

p a

EDFA/

SOA

 

Figure 32: Left: Traditional PON architecture. Right: In an actively switched architecture, the passive node 
and amplifier is replaced by an ARN in the first aggregation step which is also responsible for the statistical 
multiplexing. 

In the SODALES architecture, the passive node and the (potentially needed) amplifier are 
replaced by an active remote note (ARN) to which each user is directly connected. From an 
information-theoretic point of view, this is a two-hop link using decode-and-forward plus statistical 
multiplexing at the ARN. Since path lengths are shorter, owing to exponential attenuation versus 
distance, in principal two short hops are more energy efficient than a long one. This effect is 
relevant in wireless networks, while in optical links it has the consequence that the SNR per user 
is increased, enabling a higher throughput per user, i.e. the same data can be delivered in a 
shorter time. The two-hop architecture considered in SODALES offers space for both, increasing 
the user data rates and reducing the energy consumption.  
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A second advantage is the statistical multiplexing. It is realized in a standard Ethernet switch, 
being produced in large numbers of units for computer networks where significant effort is spend 
by big vendors anyway to reduce energy consumption. In contrast, the statistical multiplexing in a 
PON is implemented in the OLT a proprietary manner by telecommunications network vendors 
delivering also a proprietary ONU. Numbers of units are typically much smaller and optimization 
of energy efficiency may not be as optimal as in computer networks. 

The third advantage of statistical multiplexing is that the data rate in the feeder link from the CO 
to the ARN is significantly reduced. Firstly, users are not active all the time and aggregation leads 
to a more continuous traffic in the uplink. Moreover, part of the traffic is local and it can be 
reflected already at the ARN from one CPE to the other. This holds in particular for future 
cooperative mobile networks where data and channel state information are shared among the 
base stations in order to reduce interference. As a consequence, not all data but only the 
aggregated fraction of data traffic is transported from the ARN to the CO. Hence, lower data rates 
are needed in the feeder link reducing costs and energy consumption likewise. 

On the other hand, there is active processing in the ARN, as opposed to passive combining in the 
PON, i.e. additional energy has to be spent at first in order to enjoy the reduced energy 
consumption in the two-hop scenario. Very first practical results show that the ratio between the 
energy consumption per user port in an Ethernet switch compared to the processing needed in 
an OLT is in the order of 2/7 [PTI, private information]. These numbers suggest better energy 
efficiency can be reached by shifting the aggregation task to the lowest aggregation levels and to 
use standard Ethernet instead of dedicated multiple access protocols as in a PON. 

Quantitative benchmarking these two architectures will be conducted in the further progress of 
the SODALES project. A realistic access network branch, as it is planned for FTTH deployment 
using a tool available at HHI, will be used as a reference deployment. The different network 
elements in both architectures are placed into the deployment. Realistic traffics will then be 
assumed and the energy consumption of each link and each device will be included in the overall 
study, by using component data available on the market today. The total operational expenditure 
(OPEX) of the entire access network branch is then obtained. For the wireless traffic, both 
standard interference-limited networks as well as future cooperative mobile networks will be 
considered in order to demonstrate the increased effectiveness of the SODALES approach in a 
future converged fixed-mobile network architecture.  

One of the open scientific questions regarding converged fixed and wireless access is to get 
realistic numbers for the achievable statistical multiplexing ratios in real deployment scenarios, 
given that a certain quality of experience is ensured for the user. Further research into these 
multiplexing ratios versus the number of users for which the traffic is aggregated is essential for 
dimensioning the network appropriately. 

Moreover, the optimal multiplexing ratio depends on the underlying traffic models. These models 
may be different for fixed and wireless access networks since fixed networks feed only the user 
traffic while there is a significant backhaul overhead associated with cooperatively coordinated 
wireless networks in the future. Figuring out the right statistical multiplexing ratio is a fundamental 
work to be done in the SODALES project enabling a proper design of the converged fixed-
wireless access network. 

Proper dimensioning of components is also related to energy efficiency, since energy 
consumption depends on the technology and only a small fraction of the overall energy 
consumption is only proportional to the traffic load. These effects will be taken into account in the 
system model. 
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4.1.1 Definition of dB Absolute Energy Efficiency Metric 

It is already well known that the Shannon channel capacity theorem can be simply manipulated to 
offer the theoretical minimum heat dissipation required to transmit a bit of information. We start 
from the formula [64]: 

 

where C is the channel capacity (in b/s), B is the channel bandwidth (Hz), S is the signal power, 
and N is the noise power. By considering purely thermal noise as the fundamental noise source 
in a transmission system, we have the N=kTB, where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the 
absolute temperature (in kelvins), and B is again the system bandwidth. In the limit of allowing B 
to increase to infinity, the noise power also tends towards infinity, and we can take advantage of 

the approximation  as . We note that attempting to exploit the maximal 

(infinite) system spectrum (the full bandwidth as ) is analogous to an OFDM or DMT-

based communications system, where all bandwidth slots are each maximally exploited with 

respect to how much data can be transmitted along each frequency slot. In the case as , a 

slot may offer an exceedingly low data bandwidth; however, we can still exploit whatever minimal 

data capacity may be available. In the limit as , the Shannon channel capacity equation 

tends to: 

 

Rearranging the equation (1b), we find that . The quantity S/C is the quotient of the 

signal power with the channel capacity, and is equivalent to the number of joules per bit (J/b) of 
information transmitted across the channel, and is equal to kTln2. In other words, as we have 
already argued from alternative fundamental considerations [58][59], the quantity kTln2 
represents the minimum amount of energy dissipated by the transfer of information; in addition in 
ref. [65] we also argue that this energy is essentially irreversibly lost (i.e. it is associated with an 
increase in entropy of kln2 per bit of data.) We have used this minimum energy dissipation per bit 

to define a decibel-based, absolute energy efficiency metric, dB, which offers an objective 
means to establish the energy efficiency of any information processing system [61]. This is 
defined as follows: 

 dBe = 10log10
P C

kT ln2

æ

èç
ö

ø÷  (2) 

where P is the operating power of the information system, C is its data-rate capacity (b/s), and T 
is its operating temperature. Having established that Shannon’s theorem implicitly indicates a 
minimum energy of kTln2 per bit of information for a communications system, in the next section 
of the paper we derive the Shannon channel capacity equation by analysis of purely classical 
thermodynamic considerations, starting with Carnot’s law of thermodynamic efficiency. In 
particular, we obtain a more explicit understanding of the nature of the nominal temperature T 
associated with the noise and communications channel. We additionally derive Shannon’s 
theorem independently of the sources of noise that may exist in a communications system. This 
allows us to offer an essentially technology-independent insight into the energy, energy-efficiency 
and noise performances of different telecoms systems, e.g. wireless and fixed (wireline) 
technologies [66]. 
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4.1.2 Derivation of Shannon Channel Capacity Theorem from Carnot’s Law 

Carnot’s law states that the maximum efficiency max  by which useful work can be extracted from 

a heat engine is ultimately determined by the temperature difference between the engine 
(assumed to take in energy at a high temperature, HIT ) and the external environment (at a lower 

temperature, LOT ), such that 
  
h

max
=1-T

LO
T

HI
. Perfect efficiency can thus only be achieved either 

for infinitely high temperature, or the environment being at absolute zero – both unphysical 
concepts. Figure 33(a) indicates the classic textbook schematic diagram of the engine (indicated 
by a circle), which can be considered as lying between an (infinite) heat reservoir at temperature 

HIT , and a cooler reservoir at temperature LOT . The useful work extracted from the engine is 

indicated by the arrow pointing to the right. During operation, the heat engine allows a quantity of 
energy U to flow out of the high temperature reservoir, such that a maximum fraction of the 
energy W is output as useful work, and the balance U W  flows into the lower reservoir, with the 

maximum efficiency therefore given by max W U  . From an entropy point of view, this is 

equivalent to the flow of a quantity of entropy 
  
DH =U T

HI
 (i.e. the change in energy in the upper 

reservoir divided by its temperature) from the hot reservoir to the cold reservoir, where the 

change in entropy is also given by 
  
DH = U -W( ) T

LO
. The ‘useful’ output work (which, by 

definition, is in itself of 100% useful value) has no entropy associated with it, 
  
DH

W
= 0 , i.e. the 

‘useful’ output work can be characterised by an infinitely high temperature. 

 

Figure 33: (a) Schematic diagram of a classical thermodynamic heat engine; (b) Equivalent representation 
showing the entropy states of the reservoirs and the entropy flows. 

 

Conceptually, the heat engine can alternatively be considered as a consisting of an engine 
placed between a low entropy reservoir (equivalent to the hot reservoir), and a higher entropy 
reservoir below it (i.e. the cooler reservoir), as indicated in Figure 33(b). In this case, we consider 
the flow of entropy from the low entropy reservoir to the high entropy reservoir. No entropy flows 
out via the ‘useful’ output work, since as mentioned above, it has zero entropy associated with it.  
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It may appear paradoxical that the upper hot reservoir should be characterised by low entropy, 
since a hot material (e.g. a gaseous form) is generally in a higher state of disorder compared with 
its colder, generally more ordered counterpart (e.g. a solid). However, the hot reservoir has the 
greater potential to drive and enable useful work than the cold reservoir. In which case, the 
entropy of the hot reservoir is necessarily lower than that of the cold reservoir. We can consider 
the reservoirs to be each filled with an Einstein solid, such that their respective entropy  HI LO

S
 
is 

given by: 

  

H
HI LO( ) = F

HI LO( )k ln
q

HI LO( )

F
HI LO( )

æ

è

ç
ç

ö

ø

÷
÷
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û
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     (3) 

where  HI LO
F  is the number of atoms (oscillators) and  HI LO

q  the number of energy units  in the 

reservoir, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. At equilibrium, the temperature of each reservoir as 

defined as    
1

HI LO
T S U


   , where U is the internal energy. Although the two reservoirs are at 

different temperatures, we assume that each has the same internal energy 

     0 HI LO HI LO HI LO
U F kT q   . Transferring a quantity of energy U from the top reservoir requires 

the removal of a quantity UF  of the atoms carrying that energy U. We additionally assume that UF  

is sufficiently large to be statistically representative of the hot reservoir, i.e. to be in equilibrium 
within itself, and share the statistics of the hot reservoir, such that its temperature is also given as 

HI UT U F k . We assume that the quantities UF  and U are sufficiently small such that 

HI LO,UF F F , and 0U U . Considering (1), the reduction in entropy of the hot reservoir is 

closely given by 
 
DH = F

U
k. For the entropy associated with the sub-partition of atoms 

 
DH = F

U
k to 

agree in its own right with (3), requires . This has the interesting interpretation that there is 

approximately one unit of energy  per atom in the sub-partition of atoms, which implies that they 
must have similar statistical characteristics to that of a register. After passing through the engine, 
the ensemble of atoms UF  proceeds to the cool reservoir with an overall energy U W . Again, we 

assume that for an efficient engine, the statistical state of UF  matches that of the lower reservoir 

such that  LO UT U W F k  , with again 
 
DH = F

U
k. We note in passing that for this to be the case, 

the useful work W must be extracted independent of any of the atoms UF , (i.e. 0WF  ) such that 

its effective temperature W WT W F k is infinite, as noted above, and associated entropy from (3) 

therefore zero, 
  
DH

W
= 0 . With the two reservoirs having the same internal energy 0U  and 

assuming , we can express the entropy of each of the reservoirs as essentially inversely 

proportional to their equilibrium temperature. We can also see that the marginal increase in 
maximum efficiency maxd  for a marginal increase in temperature difference dT is simply given by 

  
dh

max
= dT T

HI
. We can generalise this further by allowing the high temperature to be variable, 

e.g. as we allow the temperature difference to vary. In which case the marginal increase in 
maximum efficiency maxd  for a marginal increase in temperature difference dT is now given by 

maxd dT T  . This is a generalised expression of Carnot’s Law, where HIT T  is the temperature 

of the higher reservoir at a given instant. For constant T (i.e. as for an infinite capacity reservoir) 
we immediately recover the traditional expression for Carnot’s Law. However, for variable 
temperature, we integrate the differential equation to get [67]: 
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max HI

LO

HI
max max

LO0

ln

T

T

TdT
d

T T



 
 

    
 

  .     (4a) 

We can again straightforwardly obtain the classical Carnot’s law from (4a) for the case when 

, i.e. when the temperature difference is small compared with the highest temperature. 

Thus the maximum efficiency is the logarithm of the quotient of the temperature range; but it can 

also be expressed using the ratio of the two different entropies, 
  
h

max
= ln S

HI
S

LO( ) 
. 

 

Figure 34: (a) Schematic diagram of entropy flows for an information processor; (b) Equivalent diagram for 
a Shannon communications system, with channel capacity C=dI/dt, and associated (negative) entropy 

gradient –dH/dx. 

At this point we remind ourselves of the close relationship between entropy and information. 
Brillouin considered information to be negative entropy (negentropy [67]), such that a positive 
quantity of information I  is associated with a negative quantity of entropy  DH  of the same 
magnitude, such that  DI = -DH . In which case the high and low entropy reservoirs indicated in 
Figure 33(b), could also be considered as high and low information (data) storage systems, as 
shown in Figure 34. Rather than trying to extract useful work from the overall system, we’re now 
interested in extracting useful information from it. Or, in the sense of Shannon’s channel capacity 
theorem, we have a transmitter (containing a high quantity of data, for transmission), with a 
receiver (which initially doesn’t possess the data of interest, i.e. it contains low, or zero 
information), with a channel in between (the information ‘engine’ or ‘processor’) which we hope 
will ‘extract’ (i.e. guide) as much of the transmitted information as possible to the receiver. 
Shannon’s channel capacity theorem tells us that the channel cannot achieve this without the 
introduction of noise, which necessarily makes the process less than 100% efficient. I.e., the 
signal S being sent can be successfully transmitted to the receiver, but there will always be some 
energy overhead required to compensate for the effects of noise. In which case, the whole 
system always has some finite energy loss, such that information cannot be transferred with 
100% energy efficiency.  In the same way that the maximum efficiency is given by the logarithm 
of the ratio of the high and low entropies, since information is negative entropy, we can also 
express the maximum efficiency as the logarithm of the ratio of the high and low information 
stores in the system: 
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 max HI LOln I I  .    (4b) 

With regard to Figure 39(a), we can see that the ‘information’ input into the channel is the 
summation of both the ‘useful’ signal S, and noise N, such that: 

  
I

HI
= S+ N .      (5a) 

This brings us to the interesting concept that ‘information’ treats ‘useful’ data and noise equally, 
i.e. the sum of the ‘useful’ signal and the noise is ‘information’. Superficially this may seem 
somewhat paradoxical, since we would normally make a clear distinction between ‘useful’ 
information and noise. However, we note that intrinsically both noise and ‘useful’ information have 
the same characteristics: Both are necessarily acausal and ‘unexpected’ in nature, i.e. if we could 
predict what the next signal would be, then by definition it wouldn’t be carrying any new 
information; likewise, if we could predict what the ‘noise’ would be, then we could cancel it to 
mitigate its effects, however intrinsic noise is by definition random and non-irreducible. It is also 
well recognised that a signal containing the greatest information content is one that appears 
completely random. It then depends on the ‘efficiency’ of the decoding algorithm (i.e. the 
‘information processor’) to extract the useful data from that signal! We also note that if we 
consider the traditional heat engine of Figure 33 (a), we implicitly assume that there is no 
particular distinction in the energy flowing from the hot reservoir, between the energy which will 
ultimately output as useful work W, and the energy which flows into the cold reservoir as waste. 
There is no apriori distinction between the two different energies; likewise, there is no apriori 
distinction between noise and ‘useful’ information. It just depends on the relative efficiency of the 
information processor to extract as much ‘useful’ information as possible from the input data. 
Indeed, two different algorithms (i.e. two different information engines) might each extract a 
completely different ‘useful’ data set S from the (apriori unknown) input information HII , but there 

will always be a residue of unwanted, or waste information LOI , such that the efficiency of the 

algorithm is always less than 100%. This places information processes on an equal footing with 
respect to heat engines when considering the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics. The waste 
information is what we would normally characterise as noise, since as described above, noise 
has the same properties as information, and by definition any ‘information’ which is undesired, 
and which cannot be adequately processed by the information engine, is by definition noise. 
Hence, we can designate the waste information LOI  as being equivalent to noise: 

LOI N      (5b) 

Substituting (5a) and (5b) into (4b), we find that the maximum efficiency is given by: 

  

h
max

= ln
N + S

N

æ

èç
ö

ø÷
.     (6a) 

By noting that ln2 is the unit of 1 bit of information, we can rewrite (6a) as 

  

h
max

units of bits/s/Hzéë ùû = log
2

1+
I
S

I
N

æ

è
ç

ö

ø
÷ .    (6b) 

Equation (6b) is Shannon’s channel capacity theorem expressed as a spectral efficiency, in units 
of bits/s/Hz, where of course the quantity s/Hz is dimensionally unity. Hence the maximum 
capacity in b/s of a channel of bandwidth B is determined by the signal to noise ratio S/N. 
Conventionally, the SNR is expressed as a power ratio. However, we can straightforwardly 
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convert between the information quantities of S (or N) and their associated powers using the 

bandwidth B, and the channel temperature Tchannel, since 
  
S= BT

channel
H

S
, where 

 
H

S
= - I

S
, and 

  
N = BT

channel
H

N
, where 

 
H

N
= - I

N
. Since equation (6b) involves the ratio of the signal and noise 

quantities, we can straightforwardly express it in traditional Shannon channel capacity form as 

  
h

max
units of bits/séë ùû = Blog

2
1+ S N( ). We note in passing how a positive data rate dI/dt emerging 

from a communications system implicitly requires a negative entropy gradient, -dH/dx, as 
indicated in Figure 34 (b). In particular, entropy flowing from a low state to a high state (i.e. in 
accordance with the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics) implies an essentially negative entropy 
gradient. On the one hand, these differential equations are a direct allusion to the negative 
difference relationship between entropy and information (i.e. negentropy) as propounded by 
Brillouin; on the other hand, the combination of these two differential expressions also represents 
one-half of a pair of Cauchy-Riemann type equations, which together describe a holographic 
relationship between information and entropy [68].  

4.1.3 Inclusion of FEC into Shannon Capacity Theorem 

We can also use the Carnot heat-engine model to analyse the efficient transfer of information 
through a noisy channel, as indicated in Figure 35. In this case, we consider a transmitter placed 
at position A, with equilibrium temperature AT , sending a signal of energy SU  to a receiver placed 

a distance away at B, where the receiver apparatus is equivalent to the Carnot sub-system. We 
assume the use of forward-error correction (FEC) coding to improve transmission performance, 
where the FEC coding bits are assumed to have an energy FECU . We also assume the presence 

of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) in the channel, characterised by a noise temperature 

NT , such that in a given time period it is associated with NM  DoF’s and an energy NU . By the 

time they reach the detector, the signal and coding DoF’s S FECM M  are mixed with the noise 

DoF’s NM , such that the temperature at the detector can be characterised by an overall 

equilibrium temperature HIT , defined by 
1

HI UT H U


     .  The total energy reaching the detector 

is given by S FEC NU U U U   . We assume again that the overall number of DoF’s is conserved, 

U S FEC NM M M M   , with therefore HI S A FEC A N NU T U T U T U T   . In which case, the overall 

temperature at the detector is given by: 

 
HI

1 N N

A N

U U
N AU U

T T
T

T T


 
 .    (1) 

If the noise energy is much greater than transmitter energy, UN US +UFEC
, then the temperature 

at the detector tends towards that of the noise source, HI NT T .  On the other hand, for dominant 

transmitter energy  US +UFEC UN
, the detector temperature tends to that of the transmitter, 

HI AT T . Thus coding techniques with energy FECU  can be used to raise the effective 

temperature of the detector to that of the transmitter, whilst keeping the signal energy SU  

constant. In principle, we want to operate as near to the maximum Carnot efficiency as possible, 
since that minimises the heat lost to the low-temperature sink reservoir. We assume that it takes 
a time   to transmit a signal from A to B. However, at the Carnot efficiency we can only extract 

information at a low rate, since 0WM  , as implied by Figure 33(b), so the amount of information 

reaching B tends to reduce to zero.  As such, in order to actually start extracting information from 
the communications system we have to operate just below the Carnot maximum efficiency 
regime. However, as previously indicated, we can operate at an infinitesimally close point, 
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according to equation 4(a), and then integrate (in effect, over time) in order to actually extract (i.e. 
receive) the desired data. Thus even though it takes an infinite length of time t ®¥ we can 

always transmit all the data that we require. Of course, this conforms with the well-known fact that 
operating a transmission channel at its Shannon capacity limit, inevitably implies an infinite delay 
(latency). 

In the same way (and similar to our discussion of a calculating machine above), operating at the 
Carnot efficiency also means that U W UM M  , i.e. almost all the DoF’s emerging from the hot 

reservoir (detector) flow into the cooler sink reservoir at temperature LOT , with the noise and 

coding DoF’s at thermal equilibrium with the sink. Given U W FEC NM M M   , we see that the 

presence of FEC coding DoF’s also brings us ever closer to the ideal Carnot condition 

U W UM M  , i.e. 
 MFEC + MN MS

. From previous work [59], we have demonstrated that the 

energy dissipated (i.e. lost to the noise sink) per bit of signal data successfully received at B is 
given by 

HI
LO

LO HI

1
ln 2

1

W

W

T TU W
kT

M T T





.    (8) 
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Figure 35: Schematic diagram of an information transmission channel with additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN), characterised using Carnot’s law to derive Shannon channel capacity theorem. 

With the coding and noise DoF’s at thermal equilibrium, the sink energy FEC NU W U U    can be 

characterised by a ‘noise’ power LOfkT , where f  is the bandwidth of the Carnot sub-system 

receiver. Rearranging (8) using   LO ln 2U WM U W kT   , and assuming that HIWT T  in order to 

minimise heat dissipation, we see that the amount of signal information reaching B is proportional 
to the Carnot efficiency, maxS U WM M  . For notational convenience we assume that the output 

DoF’s are W SM M . Thus the maximal amount of signal information reaching B depends on the 

temperature difference between the detector and heat sink. For a marginal temperature 
difference dT between them, with the detector temperature LOT T dT  and that of the sink LOT , 

then the marginal Carnot efficiency is given by maxd dT T  . In this case, the marginal amount of 
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signal information reaching B is maxS U WdM M d . Assigning a power S to the signal information 

reaching B, and integrating over the transmission time   we have 
 
W =U

S
= tS. Likewise, during 

that time  , we also assume that the integrated waste (sink) energy is given by 

LO LO ln 2U WfkT U W M kT     , i.e. the noise and coding DoF’s are also alternatively given by 

ln 2U WM f   . The coding and channel noise powers are therefore respectively given by 

FEC FECU P  and 
 
U

N
= t N . Hence, the marginal amount of signal information reaching B in the 

time   due to a marginal temperature difference is ln 2SdM f dT T  . Increasing the temperature 

difference between the detector and heat sink therefore allows us to increase the quantity of 
signal information reaching B. Increasing the temperature of the detector can be achieved either 
by increasing the signal power or adding extra coding bits to the signal, e.g. as indicated in (5). 
Summing (i.e. integrating) the marginal increases in information as we increase the temperature 
of the detector from LOT  to HIT  yields: 

HI

LO

HI

LO0

ln
ln 2 ln 2

SM T

S

T

Tf dT f
dM

T T

    
   

 
  .    (9) 

Due to its inherent stochastic nature, the AWGN noise from the channel cannot be cooled lower 
than NT , which means that the fundamental lower temperature of the heat sink is LO NT T . 

Assuming perfect coding, which allows us to reach that lower temperature limit, then the ratio 

HI NT T  can be expressed within (9) as:  

  

M
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Here, we have used (from Figure 35) the fact that 
  
T

HI
=U kM

U
 and that 

  
T

LO
=U

N
kM

N
, where 

 
U = S+ P

FEC
+ N( )t , and 

 
U

N
= Nt . Equation (10) is a generalised expression for the maximum 

channel capacity, based not just on the powers but also on the DoF’s of the signal, coding and 
noise. If we assume additive, white Gaussian noise (AWGN), we can assume that the noise 

DoF’s are much greater in number than the signal and coding DoF’s,  MN MS + MFEC
, such that 

we can neglect the second logarithm term in (10), and we can find that the signal data rate SM   

approaches the Shannon capacity C [b/s] of the channel, given by: 

  

C = Df log
2

1+
P

Tx

N

æ

è
ç

ö

ø
÷ ,     (11) 

where 
 
P

Tx
= S+ P

FEC
 is the total transmitted power. Indeed, we see that AWGN is probably the 

most benign type of noise in terms of its impact on the capacity of a communications channel, 
with just the average power of the noise N appearing in the classical Shannon capacity equation. 

However, as can be seen from equation (10), where the DoF’s of the noise M N
 are not 

high, then the channel capacity is reduced further. For example, possibly the most disruptive type 

of noise is impulsive in nature. In this case, the number of noise DoF’s is just MN = 1; a noise 

impulse is either present or not. In this extreme case, the second logarithmic term on the RHS of 
equ.(10) is maximal, and the channel capacity therefore significantly reduced. Indeed, in the 
presence of impulsive noise, it appears that a low complexity modulation format (i.e. binary on-off 

keying, OOK) where MS = MFEC = 1 will enjoy the highest channel capacity, with more complex 
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modulation formats, e.g. the various QAMs and multi-level formats, theoretically exhibiting an 
essentially lower throughput data rate in the presence of impulsive noise. Hence, the FEC coding 
brings us ever closer to the theoretical Shannon capacity limit.  

Using N NP fkT  , and letting the system bandwidth increase indefinitely, we find that the energy 

per bit of transmitted information is ln 2Tx NP C kT . We note that whilst the signal DoF’s MS
 

reaching B represent the information signal that we wish to transmit to B, the DoF’s 

 
M

U-W
entering the cold sink reservoir are DoF’s extraneous to the (useful) signal DoF’s, and at 

the lowest sink temperature possible 
  
T

LO
= T

N
, are analogous to noise. The heat lost to the cold 

sink reservoir is therefore equivalent to noise energy, and must be dissipated. Hence, the 

minimum energy dissipated as noise per bit of signal information transferred is indeed 
  
kT

N
ln2. 

The lower the noise temperature, the less energy is dissipated per signal bit of information. We 
note that this minimum energy dissipation is also only asymptotically achieved as the temperature 

of the detector (and hence additionally the transmitter at A) tends to infinity, 
  
T

HI
®¥, according to 

equation (8). Thus energy dissipation in information transfer is inherently due to the presence of 
noise (i.e. a finite noise temperature) in the channel. If there were no noise, then no energy need 
be dissipated to transfer information. However, a noiseless channel is physically impossible, as 
we have previously discussed [65].  

4.1.4 Application of Theory to Wireless & Wireline Communications Systems 

We now briefly apply our theoretical results to the following four communications systems: i) 
optical direct-detection; ii) coherent optical; iii) radio or wireless; iv) electrical. In particular, we 

want to characterise how the associated noise temperature 
 
T

N
 for each of the systems relates to 

each other, and the resulting impact on the theoretical minimum energy required to transmit a bit 
of information for each system. It is well known that a coherent optical system enjoys a 3dB noise 
figure advantage over its direct-detection equivalent, which means that the effective noise 

temperature 
 
T

N coh
 is half that of the direct-detection system, 

  
T

N coh
= 0.5T

N dd
. Similarly, as can be 

seen from the equation (10), the employment of advanced modulation formats (e.g. as seen in 

both wireless and coherent optical communications) requires additional DoF’s, MS
 and MFEC

.  

Table 1: Noise temperature Technology co-efficient factors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This means that when the energy-per-bit is calculated from equ.(10), the resulting increase in 
energy per bit can be encapsulated into an equivalent higher noise temperature. In this case, the 
increase in equivalent temperature as compared to a simple OOK direct detection is a factor 

 

Technology Co-efficient Value 

Coding Efficiency  

  

1+TW THI

1- TLO THI

³1

 

Coherent detection  0.5 

Multi-level coding  
 

Quadrature 
modulation 

 2 
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log

2
L , where L is the number of levels in a L-ary modulation scheme; similarly, depending on 

whether quadrature modulation is employed, this also requires a doubling of the number of DoFs, 
such that the energy per bit increases by a factor 2. As such, we can define the equivalent noise 
temperature for a particular communications technology as 

  
T

N
= b

0
b

1
b

2
b

3
T

LO
     (12) 

where the co-efficient factors in the set b{ } take on the values according to the type of 

communications technology being employed in Table I. When a particular technology is not being 

employed, then the value of the particular  co-efficient associated defaults to unity. We note in 

equation (12) that the temperature factor 
  
T

LO
 is used as the base-line for the noise temperature 

 
T

N
, where the efficiency of the coding and/or communications technology determines the 

temperatures 
 
T

W
, 

  
T

HI
, and 

  
T

LO
 and hence the co-efficient 

 
b

0
 according to equation (8). 

4.2 CO-ARN Technologies 

The interconnection between the Central Office (CO) and ARNs is faced in SODALES with the 
aim of offering the highest possible bandwidth at the lowest cost while providing essential 
features for Open Access operation. 

One can distinguish between optical transport and link protocols, being both involved in the 
interconnection between the CO and the ARN. In terms of optical transport and layer-2 
connectivity, three approaches are foreseen in SODALES. Those are: 

 OTN 

 Carrier Ethernet 

 MPLS-TP 

This section provides an overview analysis of the energy efficiency of these three technologies in 
order to provide the best option to SODALES. 

4.2.1 Optical Transport Network  

OTN is designed to provide support for optical networking using wavelength-division multiplexing 
(WDM) at high data rates. ITU-T Recommendation G.709 is commonly called Optical Transport 
Network (OTN) (also called digital wrapper technology or optical channel wrapper) and provides 
datarates that range from 2.5 Gb/s to 100 Gb/s. 

OTN is a technology initially developed for core networks, which offers monitoring and 
segmentation at the optical level. It can be a good candidate for SODALES, as supports multiple 
traffic encapsulation methods and provides support for both, packet and TDM networks. 

However, the cost of OTN is substantially higher than to deploy a Carrier Ethernet or MPLS-TP 
implementation 
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4.3 Local v. Remote Powering 

Remote powering is a concept for distributing DC power over existing twisted pairs up to 10 km. 
The concept is typically for use in broadband applications, where telecom equipment is located 
close to the end-user and requires power. What makes remote powering attractive is the 
independence from local power utilities and centralized back-up systems (batteries). The system 
consists of a Central Office Remote Power System and a remote-end converter. 

However, at present, the use of green energies to generate electricity at the ARN side is foreseen 
as a better option to optimize the efficiency of the system. 

The options are described below and include: 

 Wind and solar 

 Fuel cells 

 Pico Hydro 

4.3.1 Wind and Solar 

Solar and wind power have progressed in recent years with costs steadily falling. The point is 
being reached where they can be considered as supplementary or even the primary power 
source for cell sites in difficult locations. As the cost of wind and solar technology continues to 
fall, and the cost and scarcity of fossil fuels increase, solar and other renewable energies will 
become increasingly cost effective compared with more conventional power sources. While wind 
and solar are independent power sources, here they are combined to highlight how Motorola is 
combining the two sources to provide reliable energy to base stations. 
 
Solar power is generated using the photovoltaic properties of semi-conductors to convert light 
energy into electricity. Manufacturing costs for solar cells have been declining by 3-5% per year 
in recent years, leading to growth capped only by silicon supply issues. For wind power, a wind 
turbine attached to an electrical generator converts wind power to electrical energy. Globally, 
wind power production quadrupled from 2000 to 2006. It accounts for 20% of electricity use in 
Denmark, 9% in Spain, and 7% in Germany. 
 

 
 

Figure 36: Wind and solar power generation equipment 
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The global adoption of wind and solar as commercially viable technologies, together with the 
falling costs and growing reliability of the technologies, make them cost effective technologies to 
adapt to a telecommunications environment. 

4.3.2 Fuel Cells 

Fuel cells are emerging as a strong alternative power source candidate. The technology has 
matured in recent years and has many benefits compared to generators, such as fuel efficiency, 
climate resistance, reliable start-up, and being very compact (e.g. fitting in a 19” rack). Their silent 
operation means there will be no indication that a power source is operating on the cell site, 
reducing the likelihood of theft. Having reached volume manufacturing and with prices falling, 
they will challenge conventional engine driven generators in terms of cost and reliability. 

 

Figure 37: Fuel cell generation experiment 

Fuel cells operate by converting a fuel, such as hydrogen, into electricity without combustion. 
There are several types of fuel cells, of which the most promising for telecommunications is the 
Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC). The PEMFC operates at low temperatures, and 
runs at 40-60% efficiency. 

4.3.3 Pico Hydro 

The term pico hydro refers to very small hydro systems. There is a large potential market for pico  
 
hydro due to the fact that: 
 

 Small water flows are required; 

 Small communities in the developing world are often not linked to a power grid; 

 Locally manufactured pico hydro systems have lower long term costs per kilowatt than; 

 solar, wind, or diesel systems; 

 Hydro systems provide constant energy during times of normal rainfall. 
 
Today, the primary use of pico hydro is for lighting and basic electrical needs in remote areas. 
However, areas with high rainfall, steep flowing streams and rivers provide an ideal source of 
power for wireless communication network base stations, allowing the low cost, low maintenance 
deployment of wireless communications to emerging markets. 
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Figure 38: Pico Hydro power generation systems 

 
One of the problems of this system is that typically, antenna sites tend to be at high level points, 
wille pico hydro systems take advantage of ramps to generate energy at the lowest possible 
point. 
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5 Service Quality Analysis 

The emergence of bandwidth greedy applications is constantly pushing the need to deploy large 
capacity optical fibre at the access networks. Optical access technologies support huge 
bandwidth capacity but are ‘costly to deploy to each user’s premises’ [52]. Furthermore, the 
existence of large, increasing, mobile users creates market opportunities. Consequently, there is 
growing interest by carriers and service provides to exploit the benefits of both wired and wireless 
technologies. Wireless services are easier to deploy and offer the benefits of flexibility and cost 
[70]. This growing interest attracts advancement toward convergent network architecture capable 
of delivering heterogeneous services to serve different categories of users. Hybrid optical-
wireless networks are poised to provide such converged network and offer both wired and 
wireless broadband services to the end users.  Emergent hybrid networks deploy wireless 
network to utilize available bandwidth, provided by existing optical reach, in generating higher 
revenue.   

Despite the opportunities, converge network architecture present other challenges. Example is 
the need to properly manage the heterogeneous devices in order to achieve full efficiency. 
Recent research [52][71][72][73] suggests the integration of active remote node (ARN) close to 
the service drop point. ARN in hybrid optical wireless networks (FiWi) offers the flexibility to 
deploy traffic management functionalities for higher user experience and better performance [74]. 
Using ARN ensures that the variation [70][75] in traffic request at various times of day (e.g. due to 
mobility, and differentiated services) and at different service areas are exploited to offer dynamic 
configuration of access network elements. 

In this chapter we present a dynamic software defined ARN suitable for next generation high 
capacity access networks. We specifically utilize the concept of software-defined network to build 
time series user traffic statistics model, which is then used by management function to 
dynamically allocate traffic on the backhaul link of access network. The rest of the chapter is 
organized as follows. The next section presents an overview of access network, section 5.2 
presents our proposed strategies, and section 5.3 presents some initial simulation results. 

5.1 Overview of Higher Performance in Converged Access Networks 

Optical networking emerged to connect long distance communication nodes. Long haul optical 
networks have been gradually extended to provide optical at access level in different types 
including passive optical access network including Fibre-to-the-Home (FTTH), Fibre-to-the-
Building (FTTB), FTTCurb (FTTC) and FTTCabinet (FTTCab) [10]. Two widely access networks 
are TDMA-PON and WDM-PON. TDMA-PON provides time-shared access to switching 
resources. As the requirements to support new applications and architectures surge, Ethernet 
based PONs gain popularity due to, in part, their support for  

Various proposals to integrate optical and wireless are available in the literature. Proposal in [71] 
implements a resilient wireless-optical broadband access network where users connect to 
wireless backhaul using ONU and users access any available ONU by forming a multi-hop mesh 
network. One approach to achieve reconfigurable optical access network is to deploy router in 
form of splitter (AWG). In [76] this is achieved by deploying tuneable devices at the PON and 
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tuning the required ONU at the access end to one of these groups in event of overload at the 
PON primary serving area. The allocation and scheduling are implemented at the central office 
equipped with a bandwidth monitor that constantly monitors the downstream traffic buffer of each 
OLT. An obvious challenge is the reconfiguration delays for bursty and unstable traffic. This 
frequent reconfiguration significantly increases the delay experience by packets. 

 In [77] the wireless is deployed as front end for large capacity optical network. The proposal 
adopts dynamic ONU selection enabled by remote node (RN) to achieve effective bandwidth 
allocation. The proposed RN facilitates routing and attempts to minimized power consumption of 
previous proposal [78] with the design of 2 x ω AWG and n x 1 passive combiners; where ω and 
n are the numbers of wavelengths and ONUs respectively. In [73] intelligent RN is equipped with 
lookup and layer 2 forwarding logic to reduce OLT to ONU traffic in integrated wireless optical 
front end access network. The proposed RN implements snooping to filter network traffic and 
reduce the traffic load at the OLT.  This type of fiber-wireless integration is loopback in nature 
where ONUs communicates directly without the need for OLT. More advanced quality of services 
(QOS) functionalities are achieved in [72] by deploying two RNs and using unique physical logical 
link identity to reduce the RN lookup delay. 

In [79] is proposed the direct transport of wireless signals over fibre. The research work describes 
the technique of joint processing at Central Office (CO) where all computations and allocation of 
bandwidth are carried out at CO thereby reducing the functional requirements at RN.  

The proposal in [71] collates user traffic statistics at various times of the day and utilize the 
variation in the user request to achieve an energy aware routing that shut down ONUs in periods 
where traffic load is less than certain threshold. Another traffic based dynamic hybrid network is 
reported in [52]. 

All the aforementioned proposals for optical and wireless integration assume separate ARN and 
ONT. However, in the novel approach of SODALES ARN architecture the ONT is considered as 
part of the ARN, and terminated with the 120G Ethernet switch. This enables the architecture the 
flexibility to choose final-drop technologies: either wired (fibre-optical, FTTH) or wireless 
(radio/mm-wave/optical) to the residential home, and likewise convergence with mobile 
communications. 

Connectivity at the last mile has been traditionally provided by passive access network. Three 
categories of service areas exist: residential (Res), Medium-sized Enterprise (SME), and the 
combination of these two. The residential (Res) is characterized with large number of users 
requiring broadband services for multimedia and data. Recent research [70][75] identified the 
unique feature of the users in this category to generate large traffic during the night and below 
average during the daytime.  
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Figure 39: Demonstrating the user and resource interactions in point-to-multipoint access network 

5.2 Traffic Patterns 

Residential broadband traffic patterns varies considerably in terms of usage and application types 
[70][75]. The IEEE 802.16 [80] accepted the ON/OFF wireless traffic model [81] as reliable for 
simulations of wireless networks. The model adopts superposition of various Poisson distributions 
to produce a batch Markovian arrival process (BMAP). Recent research [75] on residential traffic 
pattern indicates varying traffic load at different times of the day for Res and SME. If we assume 
that the residential users in figure 1 request their traffic content from the internet, then we can 
effectively model the popularity of accessing particular broadband service using Bimodal Zipf; 
session arrivals using exponential for short time-scales, time-of-day and time-zone using 
correlated behaviour; and finally session durations using heavy-tailed [82]. 

5.3 Flow Scheduling for SODALES Network 

The SODALES ARN enabled access network architecture is depicted in Figure 39 and provides 
N wavelengths each carrying 10 Gb/s. SODALES envision the research into access network 
having advanced control and management plane with open-access and multi-operator 
functionalities The initial proposal of SODALES considers the ARN comprise of 120G switching 
fabric and connected to the CO using 2 wavelengths. In this model, we have the ARN consisting 
of a 120G=3×40G Ethernet switch chassis, where the first 40G rack has 4 output ports of 10G 
capacity each, connected respectively to the RBS and 3 SMEs. For these users, there is no 
contention or statistical multiplexing. The other two 40G racks each have 48 output ports, each 
offering a maximum 1 Gb/s bandwidth pipe. In Figure 39, a total of 20 Gb/s (equal to 2×λ @10 
Gb/s/λ) light paths are used between the ARN and the CO. We call these two wavelengths high 
and low priority wavelength and denote them as λH and λL respectively. Apart from this, the XG-
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PON function is conventional, with an intermediate AWG wavelength-routing lightpaths to other 
ARNs, or even allowing dedicated wavelengths to be directly routed to a 10G ONT located at a 
RBS or SME business premises. 

In this arrangement, three scenarios are considered:  

 All λH and λL are available for the 96 Res users. This scenario is common where ARN is 
located in a purely residential area, without any SME or industry requirements 

 RBS and SME are allocated 30% (or equivalent fraction) of λL and the remaining 70% (or 
equivalent) is available for the 96 Res as a super link. 

 All RBS, SME, and Res contend for the λH and λL wavelengths. 
 

The flexibility offered here means that differentiated services, varying bandwidths, and differing 
end-user densities can be efficiently catered for. The proposed optical wireless access network 
architecture is depicted in Figure 40 and we assume the following:  

 2 wavelengths connect the ARN and the CO; 

 Users vary in their traffic request; 

 A node at the ARN implements basic software define logic which feeds back statistics to 
the central office; 

 Wavelengths are regarded as limited and scarce resources; 

 Non-negligible time is required to create and release optical path from source to 
destination. 
 

Given the requirements described above, we can formulate a problem statement for the 2 
available Lambdas connecting ARN and CO. 

5.3.1 Problem Statement 

Given an optical link with 2 λ connecting the large residential users U attached to the intelligent 
ARN, the fundamental requirement is to provide access network connectivity from ARN to CO for 

U >>2λ based on each u∈U request r. In other words, we seek to map U(r) → 2 λ(c) where c is 
the capacity of each λ. 
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Figure 40: SODALES access network architecture. 
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5.3.2 Software-Defined Networking for ARN 

A key component of our proposed architecture is a centralized software defined network 
controller (SDNC). SDNC logically controls the behaviour of the entire access network. The 
SDNC implements basic control protocol logic and enable the storage of traffic statistics and 
devices information. Communication between network nodes and controller is through dedicated 
channel. For simplicity, we assume such communication does not contribute significantly to the 
network traffic.  
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Figure 41: Mapping packet flow headers to optical flow headers 

The SDNC maintain abstraction from the headers in the packet fields to the optical header 
(OP_HEADER). This way both entries in the Ethernet packet and transport network elements are 
viewed as flow entries. The abstraction and subsequent mapping is significant in eliminating the 
technological differences between circuit flows and packet flows, thereby leading to true 
convergence. 

The controller in Figure 41 queries aggregate flow statistics from gigabit switches at the ARN. 
The switches respond with statistical flow information including table Id, flow count, flow 
descriptors, out port, in port, packet count, and total byte count. Using SDN controller in a 
network enables dynamic reconfiguration of communication devices.  

5.3.3 Topology Manager 

In our work we integrate a topology manager to provide services to the controller. The topology 
managers re-compute topology in event of changes in links and node status. New nodes joining 
the network are also considered in the graph and this triggers re-computation of the traffic graph. 
This way the controller is aware of the overall network topology making it easy to manipulate 
forwarding tables with appropriate actions. Every time a packet arrives at SDN enabled Switch, 
the switch search the flow action table in the switch. The action flow table list flow characteristics 
and matching action. If there is a policy relating to the new packet an appropriate action is taken 
on the packet. Action can be to forward the flow to the appropriate wireless access device or to 
the AWG using choosing wavelength. If there is no matching action for this flow it is encapsulated 
and send to the controller. Appropriate action is created for the flow and the action tables of the 
switches updated. Next time the same flow arrive at a switch the action is then applied.  
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5.3.4 Traffic Manager 

We formulate the architecture (Figure 40) for dynamic traffic management in hybrid optical and 
wireless access network, which also depicts the functional structure of our proposed architecture. 
It comprises a controller, Traffic Manager, and optical manager.  

 Network nodes send traffic flow statistics updates to CO. 

 A traffic manager then generates a traffic matrix with source, destination, and weight 
identifying each entry. 

 A traffic graph is generated with vertices and edges denoting nodes and traffic 
contribution. 

 Selection of suitable flows for offload to one of the wavelengths. 

For our model, we model a flows traffic network as a weighted and non-zero graph, G (V, E), 

consisting of paths connecting X∈V and Y∈ V. Data travel between vertices V by way of the 
edges E. X is regarded as the input and Y the output. Traffic statistics from each flow is a 5-tuple 
(u,v,ω, p, and m). For packet size -ω, source - u, destination - v, port type - p, and media 
(wireless or wired) m. The traffic manager treats all traffic from node u to node v as Fu, v. It 
maintains traffic statistics as n x n matrix such that: 

 
(13) 

with entries au, v defined by an undirected graph g= {V;E; ω }, for u, v ∈ V , such that ω : V (g) * V 

(g) → ℝ+, satisfying ω (u, v) > 0, ω = Fu, v = Fv, u . We simplify our model as undirected traffic 

graph. At any time intervals t and t| , the traffic matrix generates graphs g and g| respectively. We 
compute traffic threshold value hT as a function of packet network traffic load and link capacity. hT 
is the parameter that guarantee flow feasibility. We say that a network is feasible if there exists a 

flow Fi(u, v) : V (g) * V (g|) →ℝ+ satisfying ∑Fi(u, v) ≤ C(u, v) where C(u, v) denotes the capacity 

available. Four stages are involved in our proposed dynamic traffic scheduling.  

The first step is traffic change detection. This first step avoids the need to compute bottleneck coefficient every time 
as this is computationally expensive and classified under categories of NP hard problems [84]. 

5.3.4.1 Traffic Change Detection 

 Consider graphs  and with set of edge weights  and .  The relative amount of 

change over period ▽t = | - | between edges is given by d (g, g|). For any non-zero weights 

and u,v∈ V, the traffic change between u and v as the traffic graph evolve from g to g| is thus: 

|ω(u,v) -ω
|
(u,v)|                                          (14) 

Clearly max(ω(u,v) ,ω
|
(u,v)) >= |ω(u,v) -ω

|
(u,v)|. And the transformation: 

 
d g, ¢g( ) =

w u,v( ) - ¢w u,v( )
max w u,v( ), ¢w u,v( )( )

u,vÎV

å   (15) 
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normalizes the traffic change over all the edge sets in V. Once a significant change is detected in 
the graph, the next stage is started. 

5.3.4.2 Estimating the Bottleneck Coefficient 

We adopt Laplace implementation of the Cheeger constant [84] hT to investigate existence of 
possible bottleneck in λL. This measures the need to offload packets in λL to λH. We chose 
Cheeger constant mainly due to existence of algebraic relationship with proposed Laplacian 
model adopted in this paper. hT is estimated to give a measure of the level of bottleneck in a 
network flow traffic when modelled as a graph comprising source and destination sets. We 
particularly use the weighted model of hT. Using the relationship presented in [86] to make 
provision for traffic edge weight we estimate hT, as hT = inf(h) where h is defined as: 

 h =
C S,D( )

maxk du
uÎS

å , dv
vÎS

åæ

èç
ö

ø÷

   (16) 

Where C(S,D) is capacity set of edges with vertex incident at S. S:set of source nodes, D:set of 
destination nodes, du is the traffic with source incidence at u and not at v, and dv is the traffic with 
source incidence at v and not at u. Two cases exists to describe hT [84] : 

 hT<1 bottleneck exists 

 hT≥1 feasible flow exists 

Estimating hT has been shown [86][84] to be NP-Hard problem since the computation, by 
definition, can take prohibitive exponential time for small number of vertices. The approach is to 
obtain an estimate after considerable traffic change is reported in the first stage. The existence of 
bottleneck triggers the investigation of exact region of change. 

5.3.4.3 Identifying Dominant Traffic Region 

To detect the contribution by flows to the experienced changes in our graph g and g|, we use the 
concept of graph Laplace Spectra which measures both the weight and the logical connectivity 
dominance of a flow. This approach is similar to transport flow measurements introduced in 
enterprise networks and applied to compute relative changes [85] in real traffic networks such as 
vehicle traffic network. 

LSG measures both flow contribution and logical flow connectivity. The premise of considering 
logical flow connectivity is the strong relationship between flow diversity and sustainability over 
time. Under this a flow with many related flows is expected to last longer making it suitable for 
optical switching. To compute specific region of change we first define weighted Laplace matrix 
as: 

    (17) 

Where ℓ = D-1LD-1 and dv = D-1(v; v) = 0 in the relation. ℓ is the Laplace of graph g. The 
eigenvalues of the Laplace graph has been shown in [84][87] to be a good and stable indicator of 
changes in a graph. A Laplace of graph g and spectral index ρ (Ag) = λ0 , λ1 , …, λn is defined as 
ℓg = Dg - Ag. Where Dg and Ag are the diagonal matrix and weighted adjacency matrix of g 
respectively. The Laplace of g is otherwise stated as: 
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     (18) 

Let the spectral matrix of g and g| be given by ρ (Ag) = λ0, λ1 , …, λn and ρ (Ag) = μ 0 , μ 1 , …, μ n. 
n is the number of nodes in the graph at point of computation. And λ0 , λ1 , …, λnn is the spectrum 
of the graph. We expect the eigenvalues to change systematically if the graph links and their 
weights show systematic change. The difference between the spectra provides us with a distance 
measure between two graphs g and g|. We normalize the differences as in [84][88] to obtain 

 d g, ¢g( ) =

li - mi( )2
i=1

k

å
min li

2

i
å , mi

2

i
åæ

èç
ö

ø÷

 (19)  

By considering sub graph g(u, v) such that u, v ∈ E in Equation (19) we obtain the Laplace traffic 
distance as: 

d u,v( ) =

li u,v( ) - mi u,v( )( )
2

i=1

k

å
min w u,v( ), ¢w u,v( )( )

      (20) 

Equation (20) gives specific Laplacian spectral distance for a flow identified by nodes u and v. 
k=20 have been shown in [87] to be a good value for investigating significant changes in graphs. 

5.3.4.4 Ranking Identified Flows 

We model the rank value κ assignment given vector of region of cumulative incremental change 
computed as:  

 d i

i

å  (21)    (21)   

For m number of flows contributing traffic δ. We compute rank as: 

 

     (22) 

Where δ and δ| are weights contribution at t and t|. Equation (22) ranks each candidate flow 
based on the change in traffic and amount of traffic load contribution. Notice that the rank of a 
flow increases with normalized value δ (u, v) - δ |(u, v)> 0 and reduces with δ (u, v) - δ |(u, v) < 0. 
This way only the flows with consistent high traffic load contribution are chosen. 

5.4 Throughput Simulation Results & Discussion 

To demonstrate the strength of our proposed strategy, using scenario 3 described above, we 
have created a scalable network simulation environment written in java with optical and wireless 
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components adapted and modified from SSFnet scalable simulator. The traffic for popularity of 
accessing particular broadband service is generated using Bimodal Zipf; session arrivals using 
exponential for short time-scales, time-of-day and time-zone using correlated behaviour; and 
finally session durations using heavy- tailed" distributions. Figure 42 shows the configuration 
delays experienced when ARN based traffic engineering (AN-TE) is implemented and without 
such capabilities (AN-NTE). The result shows up to 60% reduction in average configuration delay 
at a data transfer size of 1 GB, where it can be seen that the delay per MB of data (at a data 
request of 1 GB) is reduced from 1.7 s (light grey circles) down to 0.7 s (dark grey crosses).  

 

Figure 42: Result showing the effect of flow selection techniques on throughput. 

 

We attribute this improvement to the suitability of the chosen traffic for switching in the high 
priority link. Figure 43 shows the throughputs attained by both the AN-TE and AN-NTE models, 
with the AN-NTE (i.e. non traffic-engineered) solution serving as a baseline comparison. AN-TE 
improves the throughput by 40% at simulation time 40s, where the throughput is increased from 
82 MB/s for the AN-NTE case (red circles) up to 115 MB/s for the AN-TE situation. Over a longer 
time period, where there is a steady-state situation, we can see that the flow-selection approach 
offers an average improvement 22% over all AN-NTE throughput values, rising from an average 
of 92 MB/s for the AN-NTE flow up to an average 110 MB/s for the AN-TE traffic-engineered flow.  

 

Figure 43: Comparing the effectiveness of adopting a connectivity traffic measure with simple random 
assignment. Configuration delay is measured in seconds (s) 
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Future work will be directed towards simulating the other two scenarios outlined earlier, to better 
understand the relative performance of these situations when flow scheduling traffic management 
is used, so as to provide better indications for the relative allocations onto the high and low 
priority wavelengths. 
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6 Conclusions 

In this deliverable D1.2 “ARN Modeling” of the SODALES project we have provided a 
comprehensive overview of the research technologies, methodologies and modeling results that 
we have undertaken to better understand the design specifications for the ARN architecture. We 
have provided a study of the competing electro-optic and all-optical technologies that could 
provide the required advanced functionalities of the SODALES ARN, although in order to 
fabricate the final demonstrator using commercial-off-the-shelf components, and from the 
perspective of reliability, maintenance and robustness, and avoiding potential technical 
roadblocks in the project, we are expecting the final ARN demonstrator to consist of an electrical 
technical solution. 

We have described some of the RF (60GHz) and optical final-drop technologies that will enable 
the wireless interfacing between ARN and end-users, with some experimental results for the high 
capacity line-of-sight (LoS) optical solutions.  

With energy efficiency becoming an ever more critical aspect of modern telecommunications, we 
have also described our methodology and the theory underpinning our novel analysis of the 
fundamental limits of absolute energy efficiency in a converged (wireless (RF) and fixed-line 
optical fibre) communications system. Our theory will find application in providing a tool for the 
competitive analysis of a generic range of telecoms technologies, each possessing different noise 
properties. We have also briefly described some of the renewable powering approaches that 
could provide remote and independent energy to a stand-alone ARN architecture. Apart from 
lowering overall carbon footprint, such independent powering can also increase ARN reliability 
and reduce powering outage possibilities. 

We have also provided a detailed service quality analysis, for a novel flow scheduler approach to 
optimizing the traffic bandwidth management at the ARN over two (low and high priority) 
wavelengths connecting the ARN to the CO for differentiated service provisioning for the various 
types of end-users. We have simulated the improvement in data-capacity throughput (by up to 
40%) and the reduced latency (by up to 60%) when our ARN-based traffic management system 
is employed. The simulation modeling is assisting in optimizing the various statistical multiplexing 
ratios that are evident within the ARN, and the offloading decision thresholds for the varying 
priority wavelengths. 

This deliverable D1.2 has been written in conjunction with the parallel deliverable D1.3, which 
describes the OAM and control plane building blocks. Particularly for the ARN traffic management 
results described in this deliverable D1.2, the associated control plane implications can be 
accessed in the accompanying D1.3 SODALES deliverable.  

In the short term, the results described in this deliverable will be fed into the final deliverable D1.4 
of the workpackage 1, which provides an overall simulation of the SODALES architecture, and 
will be completed at the end of Month 18 of the project. In addition, the research described in this 
deliverable D1.2 will also feed into the workpackage 2, and the task T2.1, which defines the ARN 
switching fabric design and interfacing. Longer term into the project, the design of the ARN 
prototypes in the workpackage 4, particular the demonstrator concept of task T4.1 will also be 
informed by the results flowing from this deliverable D1.2. 
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